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.

Using the methods of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), this research will
seek to identify the ways in which social power is exercised through the creation and
manipulation of linguistic categories within the text of the web page for the
Partnership for a Drug Free America (PDFA). A preliminary examination of the web
page identified three general mechanisms of power at work for the PDFA, the use of
authority, fear inducement, and identity manipulation. The use of these mechanisms
will be analyzed to explain ideological hegemony as the adoption of cognitive
categories by individuals from social-structural, or institutional, sources.
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INTRODUCTION
The Partnership for a Drug-Free America (PDFA) was formed in 1986 by a
group of advertising executives to "help kids and teens reject substance abuse by
influencing attitudes through persuasive information" (PDFA website, 2004). Since
then, the PDFA has received over $3 billion in donated media time for its anti-drug
ads on television, radio, and in print, making it "the largest advertiser of a 'single
product' in the United States - after McDonald's" (Block et al., 2003).
This enormous amount of media exposure and financial support makes the
PDFA an extremely influential voice in the public debate on drugs. The pervasive
messages and imagery of the PDFA's ubiquitous ad campaigns ("This is your brain,
this is your brain on drugs. Any questions?" [PDFA website, 2004]) both shape the
symbols that we, as the consuming public, use to think about drugs, and serve to
define the boundaries within which the public discussion on drugs takes place.
This study is an examination of the ways in which the PDFA wields the
power of discourse creation through a critical discourse analysis of its web site
(www.drugfreeamerica.org). A preliminary analysis of the web site revealed three
likely mechanisms through which power was being exercised within the text of the
web page; claims of authority, the inducement of fear, and the manipulation of social
categories and identities. These three mechanisms served as a framework to begin the
analysis, but several other prominent themes emerged as the analysis progressed, as
well as a more complete picture of the PDFA's corporate structural context.
The analysis begins by establishing a clear conception of just who the PDFA
actually is. This is done through a careful reading of the "About Us" page (Figure 2).
Here we learn that not only is the PDFA a partnership between advertising agencies
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and media outlets, it also includes a third group of partners called the "Corporate
Partners" (Figure 5).
The "Corporate Partners" provide the majority of the PDFA's operational
funding (Buchanan and Wallack, 1998). These are the largest of the corporate clients
of the Partnership's advertising agencies and represent several industries, including
petroleum, defense, insurance, soft drinks, automobiles, and software.

The

overwhelming majority of corporate sponsorship, however, comes from the world's
largest health and pharmaceutical related corporations, such as Pfizer, Bristol-Myers
Squibb, and GlaxoSmithKline (Figure 7). By the end of this section of the analysis, a
much more tangible notion has emerged of just who the "partners" in the PDFA
actually are, providing the necessary context for the rest of the analysis.
The next phase of the analysis focuses on how authority, fear, and identity
manipulation are used by the PDFA to impose its ideology upon the public. First, an
academic paper ("Just Saying No", Block et al., 2003, Figure 9) that is presented on
the PDFA web site is examined and found to contain several examples of both
questionable claims of authority and dubious scientific research methods.

The

implications are discussed.
Moving on to the final leg of the analysis, I examine how the PDFA
simultaneously uses fear and identity manipulation in both the "Parents" and "Teens"
sections (figures 10 and 17) of their web site. In the "Parents" section, there is a

.

strong theme of "monitoring", or surveillance, of children. Parental fears of drug
related horrors are stoked and fanned by the PDFA, and then the surveillance doctrine
is offered as a solution to quell the inflamed worries. Several different sections of the
"Parents" page are examined, each presenting a different approach to selling the
reader on the importance of child surveillance as a way of life.
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Finally, in examining the "Teens" page, I look at how the PDFA constructs the
social category of "teen" through its presentation of five people's narratives about
their experiences with drugs. These narratives combine to form a typical image of
what the PDFA has in mind when it uses the word "teen", and it appears to be
primarily white, middle-class, and female.

The narratives of these people are

examined for similarities, such as_ their ultimate horrible experience with drugs, which
serve to reinforce a general fear of the effects of drug experimentation.
I conclude by tying the different sections of the analysis into a coherent overall
picture of the PDFA's use of discursive power on its web site and the social-structural
context in which it occurs. Returning to the web site one last time, I examine some of
the fine print of the PDFA's legal "terms of use" page for a final observation on the
power of discourse.
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THEORY
While this analysis is not entirely . grounded in any particular theoretical
orientation, it does draw upon relevant aspects of several perspectives at points
throughout. For instance, in the "About Us" section of the analysis, I use Goffman's
(1959) theory of impression management to examine how the PDFA constructs a
favorable image of itself as an altruistic organization. In the same section, I also draw
upon Mills' (1956) power elite model to analyze the relationships between the
members of the PDFA's board of directors and the industries they represent.
In neither of these instances do I follow the hallowed theorists dogmatically,
choosing instead to use them as a general point of reference and then extrapolating
from them a model for my specific application. For instance, Goffman's theory of
impression management is typically applied to individuals, but in this analysis I
extend its scope to the level of organizations.
In Goffman's (1959) dramaturgical approach, social actors create impressions
in interactions by constructing and presenting presentations of the self.

These

presentations constitute a "front", and are actively managed by the actor to leave
favorable or strategic impressions in the audience. In Asylums (1961), Goffman
describes how institutions, rather that individual actors, use impression management
to define situations to their advantage. The "About Us" page of the PDFA website
represents that institution's front-stage presentation of itself, and is managed to define
the PDFA in a favorable way. In the analysis of the "About Us" page, I will further
explore the techniques used by the PDFA to manage impressions.
Similarly, Mills' theory of the power elite is typically applied at the societal
level and involves the movement of elites between positions in the three spheres of
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the military, corporations, and the executive branch of the federal government. In this
analysis, I treat the board of the PDFA almost as a microcosm of society and apply
Mills' model to it, showing relationships between industries through their elites, but
no actual movement between industries by elites.
Further, the web site of the PDFA can be seen to be an intersection of what
Mills (1959) calls "personal troubles" and "public issues".

The public issues

surrounding legal and illegal drugs both shape and are shaped by the personal troubles
of individuals, as portrayed in the narratives of the "Teens" and "Parents" sections.
The PDFA exploits the personal troubles of its readers by presenting catastrophic
examples of drug use gone bad, prepping them to accept their attractive, ideological
solutions, such as intense, covert surveillance of children.
While not being firmly grounded in any particular theoretical orientation, this
study is implicitly based on certain theoretical assumptions concerning identity.
Many of these assumptions are derived from the body of literature surrounding social
identity theory (SIT) (Tajfel and Turner, 1979) and self-categorization theory (SCT)
(Hogg and Abrams, 1988).
Social identity theory is based upon the idea that people identify with
positively evaluated groups and compare themselves with members of negatively
evaluated groups in order to enhance their own self-esteem.

Self-categorization

theory extends SIT and focuses on the _social-cognitive processes involved in
identification. The core ideas from these theories that I utilize in this study are
categorization and identification.

,-..
Categorization
is the cognitive process through which humans delineate the
amorphous world of lived experience into separate and distinct things, or categories.
These·categories are the units of exchange in which our brains operate, and comprise
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the worlds we actively live in.

Social categorization refers to the process of

categorization applied to people; both others and ourselves.
The process of identification goes hand-in-hand with the process of
categorization. Identification is the process of equating one's self with a social
category, and taking on the characteristics of that category as one's own. Identities
carry with them the associated norms and values of the external category, and herein
lies the potential for exploitation and power, and the link between identity and
ideology.
This study uses these conceptions of categorization and identification in the
analysis of the PDFA's use of discursive identity manipulation. Discourse has the
ability to activate social identities and their associated heuristic normative behaviors.
By activating an identity such as "parent", a text can address those normative
behaviors known to be associated with "parents". As the creator of discourse, the
PDFA constructs their own social categories (based upon established social
categories, such as "parent"), magnifying existing vulnerabilities, such as fear, and
exploiting them.
Finally, the most pervasive theoretical theme underlying this analysis is drawn
from
_ critical discourse analysis (CDA). CDA (Fairclough, 1989; Teo, 2000) is an
approach to the study of power, language, and social structure based on work done in
critical linguistics and post-structural social theory.
The emphasis on linking texts to social structure is what makes CDA unique
among content analysis approaches. This emphasis leads CDA inevitably toward the
task of identifying power relations within texts, as Fairclough notes "that language
connects with the social through being the primary domain of ideology, and through
being both a site of, and a stake in, struggles for power" (1989). While CDA, like the
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previously mentioned theories, is not rigidly adhered to in this analysis, its
fundamental tenet of performing analysis at both the textual and social levels does
form the backbone of my critiqu� of the PDFA's web page.
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LITERATURE
When I began doing research for this project, I came across the article "This is
the Partnership for a Drug-Free America:

Any Questions?" by Buchanan and

Wallack (1998). This article provided a wealth of information about the PDFA and
was written from a critical perspective similar to that of this analysis. Several key
ingredients came from this article which contributed to my construction of the
PDFA's corporate/social-structural context, such as information about alcohol and
tobacco industry involvement in the PDFA until 1998, a detailed account of the
origins of the PDFA, and many statistics pertaining to the PDFA's financial context.
After deciding to analyze the PDFA's discourse through their website, I found
Zoeteway's (2002) work to be particularly helpful in several respects. Zoeteway used
a similar qualitative method to examine the website of the Promise Keepers, a
fundamentalist evangelical Christian men's movement. Though Zoeteway did not
cite any references to CDA methods, he did use close readings of the text of the web
page to locate ideological apparatuses within the text. Specifically, he draws upon
Habermas and seeks to identify forms of instrumental rationality within the Promise
Keepers' website.
In the vain of CDA, Blommaert and Bulcaen (2000) provide both a
comprehensive overview of the tenets of CDA as well as a concrete example which
demonstrates CDA's concern with power, ideology, and social structure.

They

present a study done by Fairclough and Mauranen (1987) that examines and compares
political interviews given by Margaret Thatcher in the 1980's and interviews given by
Harold Macmillan in the 1950's. They note that Thatcher's speech style crosses class
lines, while Macmillan's "projects a consistent class-specific conversational voice"
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(Fairclough & Mauranen 1997). This doesn't, however, portend good news for the
proletariat they claim. They place their analysis within a social-structural context:
"Thatcher's conversational style demonstrates how political discourse in the 1980s has
'colonized' everyday speech genres in order to achieve hegemony and increased
legitimation for the voice of authority" (Blommaert and Bulcaen, 2000).
There are several other examples of CDA that vary widely in content, yet
share the underlying theme of connecting text to social structure. This theme is at the
core of CDA as a theory and a method, and is adopted in this analysis of the PDFA's
use of discursive power on their website.
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METHODS
As discussed in the Theory section, this study draws heavily upon critical
discourse analysis (CDA) (Fairclough, 1989; Teo, 2000). In addition to providing
theoretical structure, CDA also suggests a certain broad genus of qualitative
methodology to fit its model of a dynamic link between linguistics and social
structure (Blommaert and Bulcaen, 2000). CDA, by its inductive nature, does not
demand a strict adherence
to a methodological doctrine, and I obliged this approach
•
by allowing the ongoing analysis to inform itself and adapt to the knowledge it was
creating.
I began the analysis with a cursory examination of the PDFA website, looking
at many of the pages I would later use in this analysis. I knew little of the PDFA
when I began the analysis.

I was familiar with their media campaigns from a ·

consumer perspective, and had a general feel for what their message was, but I had no
idea who exactly made up the Partnership. I had a vague feeling that it was a
government agency.
As I read through the entire website, I found my way onto the "About Us"
page and the "Corporate Partners" page and discovered who the PDFA actually was.
External research (Buchanan and Wallack, 1998) revealed much more about the
PDFA that did not make it onto their website. Going back to the website with this
information and a critical sociological perspective, I quickly identified the three
discursive mechanisms of authority claims, fear inducement, and identity
manipulation, and noted that the entire site was saturated with them.
The identification of these three techniques, along with the notion that the
PDFA was serving the corporate interests of its sponsors over the interests of the
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public, fit the CDA methodological prescription of analyzing a text at both the
immediate, textual level and the social-structural level, and formed a guiding compass
for the unfolding analysis. This compass led me to the various sections of the website
that best demonstrated the PDFA's exploitation of authority, fear, and identity and
were eventually included in the final analysis.
The primary mode of analysis throughout the study included a reading of the
text on the page being analyzed, either at the word, sentence, or paragraph level. An
image of each web page in the analysis is included here as a figure, and each unit
(word, sentence, or paragraph) is first quoted before being analyzed. After the unit is
quoted, observations are made regarding the unit's display of one of the three
mechanisms and its relation to the social-structural context of the PDFA.
Occasionally the unit of analysis was an image on the website, but the method
remained the same.

As the analysis progressed, other themes emerged, such as

parental surveillance, which were subsequently added to the scope of evaluation
dimensions.
Before getting into an analysis of the three mechanisms within the text, it was
necessary to first establish firmly the corporate interests at work in the PDFA and the
social-structural context from which the website was spawned. This involved a close
reading of the "About Us" section and its contributory pages. Though I was in the
process of establishing the social-structural context of the website, I still utilized the
analysis techniques of identifying fear and authority manipulations in the "About Us"
section.
After completing the analysis of the "About Us" page and establishing a firm
idea of the corporate make-up of the PDFA and its historical roots in the advertising
industry, I proceeded to analyze the academic paper "Just Saying No" (Block et al.,
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2003). For this leg of the analysis, I focus particularly on the mechanism of authority
claims, though not at all to the exclusion of other mechanisms of power. I also
critically examine the scientific methods outlined in the paper and raise questions
about several apparent inaccuracies, misstatements, and misrepresentations.
In the "Parents" and "Teens" sections, I stick with the same method, only this
time I focus simultaneously on the mechanisms of fear arousal and social identity
manipulation, again, not to the exclusion of other mechanisms. The two sections
utilize the mechanisms of fear arousal and identity manipulation quite differently.
The "Parents" section includes analyses of several different pages, all of which use
fear arousal to normatively push an ideology of surveillance upon its readers. I
suggest that fear is a normal part of a functional parent identity, but the PDFA
constructs a parent identity that is skewed by a disproportionate amount of fear.
The "Teens" page was analyzed by closely examining four narratives
presented on separate pages. Each narrative told the story of a person's introduction
to, use of, and eventual downfall to drugs.

To facilitate the analysis of these

narratives, I created Table 2, which displays excerpts from each narrative that
correspond to five dimensions. These excerpts then serve as the units of analysis and
are analyzed as in previous sections.
Throughout this analysis there is a back-and-forth flow between examining the
actual text of the PDFA website and the mechanisms therein, and relating this
examination to the larger social context in which it takes place. This technique is the
defining characteristic of my method, and is what affiliates this analysis with the
broader school of CDA.
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ANALYSIS
"ABOUT US": THE PDFA IN THEIR OWN WORDS
On the homepage of the PDFA website, there is a hyperlink at the top of the
page (Figure lb) which reads "About Us". Clicking on this link brings the reader to
the "About Us" page (Figure 2), which contains links to six areas; "Board of
Directors" (Figure 2a), "Who We Are" (Figure 2b), "Corporate Partners" (Figure 2c),
"Media Partners" (Figure 2d), "Annual Report", and "Careers". There is a short
paragraph for each of these areas, containing both a heading and a "read more"
hyperlink, both of which can be clicked on to continue to the area's specific page.
There are also links to each area along the left edge of the page.
If one extends Goffman's (1959) ideas of impression management from the
level of the individual to that of organizations, these pages represent the public face of
the PDFA; its carefully constructed front-stage presentation of itself. These pages
provide the members of the PDFA with the opportunity to unilaterally define their
organization to the public in the ways that are most beneficial to them, and a critical
analysis of how they do this is essential to an overall analysis of their use of
discursive power on their webpage. In an effort to deconstruct the PDFA's self
definition, this analysis will focus on "Board of Directors" (Figure 3), "Who We Are"
(Figure 4), "Corporate Partners" (Figure 8), and "Media Partners" (Figure 9).
On the "About Us" page (Figure 2), the "Board of Directors" section (Figure
2a) simply has a link to "View the Partnership's Board of Directors List", while the
"Who We Are" section (Figure 2b) contains the sentence: "Our Mission: To help
kids and teens reject substance abuse by influencing attitudes through persuasive
information." The mission statement, following in the tradition of corporate
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Partnership for a Drug-Free America®

you share our commitment to making America a
rug-free place to live? Do you want to devote your
professional energies to communicating with
parents and children about the dangers of drugs?

�

we would like to i;,otef� acknowledge the corlrWion of the Screen
Actors Guid and the American Federalion of Televislon and Radio
Artists in the ongohg success of this inlieittve.
Copyrigtt 2004 Cl Partnership for Drug-Free America e
AU rights reserved.
�I �I �
1111

Figure 2 - "About Us" page
organizational models, represents the PDFA's most concise organizational definition.
It is also the first clue to the form of power wielded by the PDFA, i.e. "influencing
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attitudes through persuasive information".

Beneath the mission statement is the

sentence, "read more about the Partnership for a Drug-free America." Clicking on
"read more" brings the reader to the "Who We Are" page.
In the "Corporate Partners" section (Figure 2c), there is an image of the
silhouettes of 10 diversely shaped people standing next to each other in front of and
beneath a large, iridescent orange globe. Next to the image is the paragraph:
Corporations can partner with PDFA to provide their employees with
accurate, trusted information to help keep their children drug-free.
Many of America's largest corporations have joined our Corporate
Partners program.
read more
The first important aspect of this paragraph is that it legitimates the PDFA's
authority in two ways; first by asserting that they provide "accurate, trusted
information", and secondly, by associating themselves with "Many of America's
largest corporations", they draw upon and share the supposed pre-existing legitimacy
of those corporations.
The second important aspect of this paragraph is that it sets the expectation in
readers that these corporations' primary reason for partnering with the PDFA is to
help their employees' families with substance abuse issues. This expectation will be
critically examined in the analysis of the "Corporate Partners" page. Again, clicking
on "read more" brings the reader to the "Corporate Partners" page.
The "Media Partners" section (Figure 2c) contains the sentence:
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The Partnership's agency partners produce work that is arguably among
the finest examples creative work in the business, but none of it does
any good unless people see it.
read more

As this sentence mentions the "Partnership's agency partners", it begs the
question as to why there is not a section on the "About Us" page (Figure 2) for these
"agency partners" to go along with the "Corporate Partners" and "Media Partners"
sections. There are references throughout other parts of the PDFA web page to these
agency partners, which include some of the most prominent advertising agencies in
the U.S.
This sentence also foreshadows the relationship between the PDFA and its
media partners by stating, "but none of it does any good unless people see it." This
implies that the media partners serve the function of transmitting the messages created
by the agency partners. Once again, clicking on "read more" brings the reader to the
"Media Partners" page.
"Board of Directors": The Power Elite
The "Board of Directors" page (Figure 3) is a list of the individuals who run
the PDFA, divided into "officers" and "members". It is a unique page, because while
all of the other "About Us" pages describe the PDFA in terms of its organizational
partners, this page is about actual people. One of the most interesting aspects of this
page is that it lists one or more credentials for each officer and member, allowing the
reader to begin to trace the connections between these elites and their organizations,
following loosely in the tradition of Mills (1956).
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Unlike Mills, the "Board of Directors" page does not show actual movement
of individuals from one organization or sphere to another, but it does reveal patterns
of interaction between these organizations through their highest-level people.
Additionally, while Mills theorized a movement of elites within society between
corporations, the military, and the executive branch of government, the PDFA's board
can only partially reflect the full relationship between these three realms. While
centered largely in the corporate realm, the PDFA's board does still manage to touch
upon all of Mills' realms, even if indirectly.
Of the corporations represented in the PDFA's board membership, sev.eral are
media-related, such as ABC, the New York Times, Comcast, Fairchild Publishing,
DDB Advertising, Bcom3 Advertising, and the American Association of Advertising
Agencies. Other represented corporations include Johnson and Johnson and Clairol.
Representing the medical-industrial complex are a professor of psychiatry from
Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons and the executive vice
president and CEO of the American Medical Association.
The distant periphery of the executive branch of government is represented in·
the PDFA's board by the former director of the National Institute on Drug Abuse and
the former administrator of the US Drug Enforcement Administration. And, just to
thinly complete the PDFA's board of directors as a microcosm of Mills theory, there
is a retired US Army Major General, who is also the chairman and CEO of the
Community Anti-Drug Coalitions of America.
The "Board of Directors" page tells the reader one important dimension about
the individuals who run the PDFA; which industries they represent.. This information
lends itself to analysis using Mills' power elite model and helps to place the PDFA as
an organization within a network of corporate and government power centers. From
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this broad social-structural placement, I return to Goffman's model of impression
management to examine how the "Who We Are", "Corporate Partners", and "Media
Partners" pages serve to construct the public face of the PDFA.
"Who We Are": The Altruists
While the "About Us" page (Figure 2) serves as a general portal to a broad
range of information relating to the PDFA, and the mission statement serves as a
concise, one-sentence definition, the "Who We Are" page (Figure 4) lies in between
the two with six paragraphs constituting a self-defining public statement and
justification of the organization's existence. Sticking both with Goffman's model and
the continuing analysis of discursive power on this web page, the "Who We Are"
page serves to create a symbolic representation of the PDFA and a definition of the
situation that legitimizes both their existence and their practices, and solidifies
relationships of power between themselves and the public.

The following will

examine just how this is done.
In looking at the text of t_he "Who We Are" page (Figure 4), it is clear that the
very first order of business is the definition of the situation: "Each year in America,
millions of children are faced with a decision - a decision about using drugs. Our job
is to help kids make the right choice."
In this first paragraph we see a clear exercise of power. The situation is
defined by the PDFA as thus: there is a social problem (children faced with a decision
about using drugs), and the PDFA is in a position to remedy the problem (helping
kids make the right choice). Implicitly, this paragraph says that the PDFA has the
authority to say what the "right choices" are. In the context of reading the "Who We
Are" page, we can assume that what follows in the rest of the page will justify that
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The Partnership for a Drug-Free America® (PDFA) Is a non-profit coalition of professionals
from the communications industry. Through Its national drug-education advertising campaign
and other forms of media communication, the Partnership exists to help kids and teens reject
substance abuse by ln�uencing attitudes through persuasive Information.
With deep roots In the advertising Industry, the Partnership is comprised of a small sta1r and
hundreds of volunteers from the communications industry, who create and disseminate the
Partnership's work. The organization began In 1986 with seed money provided by the
American Association of Advertising Agencies. The Partnership receives major funding from
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and support from more than 200 corporations and
companies. PDFA Is strictly non-partisan and accepts no funding from manufacturers of
alcohol and/or tobacco products.
National research suggests that the Partnership's national advertising campaign - the largest
public service campaign In the history of advertising• has played a contributing role in
reducing overall drug use In America. Independent studies and expert Interpretation of drug
trends support its contributions. The New York Times has described the Partnership as "one
of the most e1rective drug-education groups in the U.S."
In addition to its work on the national level, PDFA's State/City Alliance Program supports the
Partnership's mission at the local level. Working with state and city governments and locally
based drug prevention organizations, the Partnership provides - at no cost - the guidance, on
site technical assistance and creative materials necessary to shape anti-substance abuse
media campaigns tailored to the needs and activities of any given state or city. The State/City
Alliance Program reaches more than 96 percent of all U.S. television households.
The Partnership Is participating In the National Youth Anti-Drug Media Campaign,
coordinated by the Office of National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP) In cooperation with PDFA
While this e1rort Is multi-faceted, at the core of the Initiative is a paid advertising program
featuring messages created by the Partnership. The organization donates all advertising to
the e1rort pro bono and receives no federal funding for its role in the campaign.
For more Information on the Partnership and Its programs, visit PDFA's Web site at
www drumreeamerica,ora.
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Figure 4 - "Who We Are" page
authority; that "who they are" are people who have a right to tell our children what the
"right choices" are.
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The second paragraph is a restatement of the mission statement, with the
additional information that the PDFA "is a non-profit coalition of professionals from
the communications industry".

The words "non-profit" have a well-established

cultural and legal meaning in the U.S., and contribute greatly to the PDFA's self
portrayal as an organization whose goals are altruistic and non-self-serving. This
reduces the public perception of partisan bias within the PDFA, which is crucial to
any producer of "persuasive information", as increases in perceived bias lead to
decreases in persuasiveness.
The third paragraph provides a more detailed explanation of who the PDFA is:
With deep roots in the advertising industry, the Partnership is
comprised of a small staff and hundreds of volunteers from the
communications industry, who create and disseminate the Partnership's
work. The organization began in 1986 with seed money provided by
the American Association ·of Advertising Agencies. The Partnership
receives major funding from The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
and support from more than 200 corporations and companies. PDFA is
strictly non-partisan and accepts no funding from manufacturers of
alcohol and/or tobacco products.
The last sentence of this paragraph returns to the task of eliminating the
perception of bias, by directly asserting non-partisanship and touting their financial
independence from "manufacturers of alcohol and/or tobacco products." What this
page does not mention is that until 1991, the PDFA did accept substantial funding
from alcohol and tobacco companies (Schaffer Library of Drug Policy, 2004), and
only changed that policy after increasing public scrutiny threatened widespread
exposure of this apparent hypocrisy. As will become evident in the analysis of the
"Corporate Partners" page, a similar dynamic still exists with the acceptance of
funding from pharmaceutical companies.
The next paragraph on this page contains the justifications for the PDFA's
existence:
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National research suggests that the Partnership's national advertising
campaign - the largest public service campaign in the history of
advertising - has played a contributing role in reducing overall drug
use in America. Independent studies and expert interpretation of drug
trends support its contributions. The New York Times has described
the Partnership as "one of the most effective drug-education groups in
the U.S."
This paragraph focuses on convincing the reader that the PDFA is effective in
executing its mission. There is an interesting juxtaposition in the citation style
between the first two sentences and the last one. The first two sentences refer to
scientific research, yet instead of including specific citations, they use the generic
terms of "national research", "independent studies", and "expert interpretation". The
last sentence, on the other hand, refers to a non-scientific source, yet includes the title
of the source publication and a quotation from that source.
Many of the concerns raised in the next section of this paper, an analysis of the
academic paper "Just Saying No" (Block et al., 2003), can be applied to this
paragraph. By not providing specific citations to the sources of their scientific
research claims, the PDFA leave themselves open to criticisms of concealing
inadequate methods, misrepresenting facts, and omitting contradictory evidence.
Similarly, though they refer to the New York Times and draw upon the prestige of
that institution, they provide no context for the quotation of "one of the most effective
drug-education groups in the U.S." other than to say that they are simply "described"
as such.
The last two paragraphs of this page describe two programs with which the
PDFA is involved - the State/City Alliance Program and the National Youth Anti
Drug Media Campaign. In both of these paragraphs, the altruistic nature of the PDFA
is again stressed in the sentences "the Partnership provides - at no cost - the
guidance, on-site technical assistance and creative materials necessary to shape anti-
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substance abuse media campaigns tailored to the needs and activities of any given
state or city" and "The organization donates all advertising to the effort pro bono and
receives no federal funding for its role in the campaign".
The "Who We Are" page describes the PDFA as a non-profit organization that
arose from a very for-profit industry with the noble mission of helping children to
reject substance abuse. They describe themselves as "non-partisan" and "non-profit",
projecting an image of themselves as a group whose primary concern is the welfare of
America's children. This message will be seen to gradually come into conflict with
the information given in the "Corporate Pamters" (Figure 5) page.
"Corporate Partners": The Profit Motive
The "Corporate Partners" page is divided into three sections (Figures 5, 6, and
7). The first section describes the Corporate Partners program, the second section
outlines the various corporate membership categories available for purchase, and the
third section lists the current PDFA Corporate Partners.
The first section of the "Corporate Partners" page (Figure 5) has a heading
beneath the title that sets the tone for the rest of the page: "It's good for families and
good for business." .What this sentence does functionally is to equate the interests of
families with the interests of corporations. This is an important shift in emphasis
from the "Who We Are" page (Figure 4), where the focus was on the non-profit
nature of the PDFA. With this sentence, the PDFA is directly linking the success of
their campaign with the profitability of partner corporations.
The first paragraph of this page again serves to define the situation, stating
that keeping kids drug-free is a "compelling cause", and that "parents rank it among
their top concerns". The last sentence provides a reason for focusing on teens: "if a
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kid can be kept drug-free through the teen years, he or she is likely to be free of drugs
for a lifetime". The rhetoric of this page, however, changes as the reader reaches the
second paragraph.
Up to the second paragraph, it is not clear that the intended audience for this
page is any different than the preceding pages, i.e. the general public, parents, or
teens. The second paragraph makes it clear, however, that this page is aimed at a
corporate audience:
Your company has a vested interest in the success of these programs.
Children with drug problems can well be those of your employees.
Kids facing substance abuse questions today are almost certainly your
future employees. Substance abuse costs businesses more than $20
billion a year in higher healthcare costs and lost productivity.
The phrases "your company" and "your employees" indicate that this
information is directed at potential corporate partners. Notice how this paragraph
begins by restating the link between the success of the PDFA's campaign and
corporate profitability. Then the paragraph transitions from an ostensible concern that
drugs could be harmful to your employees children, to a concern that drugs could be
harmful to your future labor force, and finally to a concern that drugs are harmful to
your present bottom line.
Remember that the introductory paragraph for the "Corporate Partner" section
(Figure 2b) on the "About Us" page (Figure 2) set the expectation that the primary
reason for corporations to partner with the PDFA is to help their employees' families

• "Corporate Partners" page,
with drug abuse issues. Now, the further we read into the
the clearer it becomes that helping these families is not an end in itself, but merely a
means to increase corporate profits and to foster a submissive mindset in the future
labor pool. The third paragraph further reinforces this perception:
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Your company has a vested interest in the success of these programs. Children with drug problems can well
be those of your employees. Kids facing substance abuse questions today are almost certainly your future
employees. Substance abuse costs businesses more than $20 billion a year in higher healthcare costs and
lost productivity.
You can demonstrate your corporate concern on this gripping issue and provide your employees with the most
trusted information about drug prevention through the Corporate Partners program. As added value for
support, you have co-branding and recognition opportunities for positive visibility among employees,
customers and shareholders.
Many of America's largest corporations have joined our Corporate Partners. Click here for a list of members.
We will tailor your participation in one of five levels ofmembershiP categories. Each level adds additional
marketing, employee services and recognition value, including:
• DrugFree Families: This new Web-based tool gives your employees access to the latest information
on substance abuse via your company Intranet. This site is designed to provide your company with co
branding and other customization options.
• Employee Drug Awareness Programs: We can provide expert speakers, parenting guides and video
and print ads as tools for an etrective drug-prevention program in the workplace.
• Cause-Related Marketing Promotions: Enjoy access to PDFA's name and logo and share our
outstanding reputation for helping build strong American families. Sixty-five percent of children 12-17
years old and parents are aware oflhe Partnership and consumers perceive our media messages to
be etrective In encouraging parent/child discussions about drugs and in making children more aware
of the risks of drugs.
• Regional Market Campaigns: We can link your company with our state and CitvAHiances. whose
power to influence communities extends to every one of your markets.
View the Corporate Partners Camnaign 2003 brochure

The Power of Partnering with the Right Cause
Partnering can help drive sales, Influence brand selection and enhance public
image. Seventy-four percent of consumers would likely switch to a brand associated
with a good cause and 83% have a more favorable impression of companies that
support causes they care about (Cone/Roper Cause-Related Marketing Trends
Report - 1998). Partnerships also help ditrerentiate products, build consumer loyalty,
improve employee morale and access new markets.

Figure 5 - "Corporate Partners" page 1
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You can demonstrate your corporate concern on this gripping issue and
provide your employees with the most trusted information about drug
prevention through the Corporate Partners program. As added value
for support, you have co-branding and recognition opportunities for
positive visibility among employees, customers and shareholders.
Notice in Figure 5 that this paragraph directly follows the last sentence from
the preceding paragraph, "Substance abuse costs businesses more the $20 billion a
year in higher healthcare costs and lost productivity". Within this context, it certainly
seems that "this gripping issue" is the $20 billion cost to businesses, not the risks to
children. Also within the first sentence, the PDFA again reinforce their own authority
by claiming "the most trusted information about drug prevention".
The second sentence in this paragraph reinforces the idea that helping families
deal with substance abuse is merely a pretext to increasing corporate profits. The
benefits of "co-branding and recognition opportunities for positive visibility among
employees, customers and shareholders" are labeled "added value", but as the analysis
of the rest of this page will demonstrate, these benefits are actually the primary value
of purchasing corporate partnership with the PDFA
The next two paragraphs contain links to the pages contained in Figures 6 and
7.

Following these sentences, there is a bulleted list of four potential services

included in a corporate partnership. The first two services, "DrugFree Families" and
"Employee Drug Awareness Programs" provide assistance to corporations with labor
relations, while the last two services, "Cause-Related Marketing Promotions" and
"Regional Market Campaigns" assist corporations with expanding markets and
increasing profits.
Moving down to the last paragraph of Figure 5, "The Power of Partnering with
the Right Cause", we see the culmination of the transition from a concern for actual
people to a pure concern for increasing profits:
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Partnering can help drive sales, influence brand selection and enhance
public image. Seventy-four percent of consumers would likely switch
to a brand associated with a good cause and 83% have a more
favorable impression of companies that support causes they care about
(Cone/Roper Cause-Related Marketing Trends Report - 1998).
Partnerships also help differentiate products, build consumer loyalty,
improve employee morale and access new markets.
Notice in this paragraph, directed at a corporate audience, that the PDFA
provides a very specific citation for the figures they provide, as opposed to the "Who
We· Are" page (Figure 5), which is directed at a general audience. It seems that when
statistics concern corporate interests, no effort is spared to provide verifiable
information, but when the numbers are used to describe the effectiveness of the
PDFA's media campaign to a general audience, there are no citations and the reader is
expected to simply trust that the information is correct.
Within the framework of the critical analysis of discursive power used by the
PDFA, this page uses the mechanism of the profit motive, in conjunction with
authority ("the most trusted information"), fear inducement("costs businesses more
the $20 billion a year), identity manipulation ("your company", "your employees).
The next section of the "Corporate Partners" page (Figure 6) is a list of the
five different membership categories a corporation can purchase. Each category has a
title along with the price for membership and a bulleted list of benefits.

The

categories are Chairman's Circle ($50,000 and above), Gold Medallion ($25,000 $49,999), Silver Medallion ($15,000 - $24,999), Bronze Medallion ($5,000 $14,999), and PDFA Partner ($4,999 and below).
Of all the benefits for each category, perhaps the most interesting is the survey
data which is provided to Bronze Medallion partners and above (though it is not listed
for the Silver Medallion, I suspect this is an error as it is listed for both Gold and
Bronze Medallion partners). It is listed as "Survey data about parents and kids from
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PDFA's leading research". While this data could certainly be used for drug abuse
prevention programs, it could also be enticing from a marketing perspective to
potential corporate partners.

CHAIRMANS CIRCLE

Partnership for a Drug-Free America
Corporate Partners Program 2003
Membership Categories & Benefits

($50,000 and abwe)

• Exclusive co-branding and ful/cus/omizaliOn of the DrugFree Families onllne tool for your employees
and their families as well as shareholders and customers.
• Press announcement of support.
• Availability of a PDFA expert to speak to your employees about substance abuse.

P/Us:

o Recognition of support In Annual Report, newsletter and website as well as Certificate from
PDFA Chairman.
o Invitations to special events and subscription to PDFA newsletter and periodic bullentins.
o Tools for your employee drug awareness program- parenting guides, video and print ads.
o Survey data about parents and kids from PDFA's leading research.

OOLD MEDALLION

($25,000 to $49,999)
• Exclusive co-branding of the DrugFree Families online tool for your employees and their families as
well as shareholders and customers.
• ll1Jtilil1lRa to special events.

P/Us:

o Recognition of support in Annual Report, newsletter and website as well as Certificate from
PDFA Chairman.
o Subscription to newsletter and periodic bulletins.
o Tools for your employee drug awareness program- parenting guides, video and print ads.
o Survey data about parents and kids from PDFA's leading research.

SILVER MEDALLION

($15,000 to $24,999)
• I1IR/i for your employee drug awareness program - parenting guides, video and print ads.
• Recoqnjlion of your support on PDFA's website, drugfreeamerica.org, with a link from your company.
• Ac/rnowleo'aement of support In Annual Report and newsletter as well as Certificate from PDFA
Chairman.
BRONZE MEDALLION

($5,000 to $14,999)
•

Recoqnjlion of your support In PDFA's Annual Report and newsletter along with a Certificate from our

Chairman.
• Subscription to newsletter, periodic bulletins and major releases.
• Y.iJJH of PDFA's award-winning television commercials.
• � data about parents/kids from PDFA's leading research.

PDFA PARTNER

($4,999 and below)
• � of support.
• Recoanilion of your support In the Annual Report.
• SUbsqiolion to newsletter and periodic bulletins.
February, 2002

Figure 6 - "Corporate Partners" page 2
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The final section of the "Corporate Partners" page (Figure 7) is a list of
current PDFA corporate sponsors, though it cannot be a complete list, since the third
paragraph of the "Who We Are" page (Figure 4) states that there are over 200
supporting corporations and companies.
As previously mentioned, the PDFA no longer accepts funding directly from
alcohol and tobacco companies. There are, however, several drug companies on this
list.

Six of the seven "Chairman's Circle" partners are drug companies (all but

Kodak). Of all the partners listed in Figure 7, the following are drug related:
Bristol-Meyers Squibb Foundation
Consumer Healthcare Products Association
Johnson & Johnson
Pfizer Foundation, Inc
The Procter & Gamble Fund
Schering-Plough Corporation
Bayer Corporation
Bristol-Meyers Squibb Company
GlaxoSmithKline
McNeil Consumer Healthcare
Novartis Consumer Health, Inc.
Pharmacia Corp.
Wyeth/Wyeth Consumer Healthcare
Hoffman - La Roche Inc.
Colgate-Palmolive Company
Marsh & McLennan Companies, Inc.
Together, these companies produce numerous powerful prescription drugs,
several of which are designed for and marketed toward children and adolescents.
These companies also make tens of billions of dollars in sales and profits annually.
Table 1 shows data for three of the largest drug companies that belong to the
Partnership for a Drug-Free America, including total sales for 2003, total spending on
direct to consumer (OTC) advertising for 2000, and spending on DTC for selected.
products in 2000. It should be noted that though newer data were not available for
DTC spending, the average DTC spending rate was rapidly increasing in 2000
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Current PDFA Corporate Partners

Leadsuooon

The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

Betty Wold Johnson
James E. and Didi Burke Foundation
MetLife Foundation
Robert Wood Johnson Jr. Charitable Trust
The Starr Foundation
Chairman's Cirde /S5o,ooo and overJ
Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation
Consumer Healthcare Products Association
Eastman Kodak Company
Johnson & Johnson
Pfizer Foundation, inc.
The Procter & Gamble Fund
Schering-Plough Corporation

tS2s.ooo

Gold Medallion
to$49,9991
Bayer Corporation
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company
The Coca-Cola Company
The GE Fund
General Motors Foundation
GlaxoSmithKline
H.J. Heinz Company Foundation
Kimberly-Clark Foundation Inc.
Major League Baseball Charity
McNeil Consumer Healthcare
Merrill Lynch & Company Foundation, Inc.
Novartis Consumer Health, Inc.
Perrigo Company
Pharmacia Corp.
Wyeth/Wyeth Consumer Healthcare

tS1s.ooo to su.9991

SilYecMedallion
Bechtel Foundation
ExxonMobil Foundation
PACCAR Foundation
The UPS Foundation
Xerox Foundation

rs,ooo

Bronze Medallion
to$14,9991
BellSouth Corporation
The Guardian Life insurance Company or America
Hershey Foods Corporation
Hofl'man - La Roche Inc.
Morgan Stanley Dean Witter & Co.
Toyota Motor Manufacturing, Kentucky, Inc.
Tribune New York Foundation
PDFA Partner{U,999 and below}

Automatic Data Processing
The Bufl'alo News
Caterpillar Foundation
Chubb Foundation
Colgate-Palmolive Company
Creative Teen Concepts Inc.
Direct Impact LLC.
GJF Construction Corp.
Hallmark Corporate Foundation
Marsh & Mclennan Companies, Inc.
Microsoft
Ohio National Foundation
Omnova Solutions Foundation
RoperASW LLC.
The University or Pennsylvania

Figure 7 - "Corporate Partners" page 3
and is likely much higher today.
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Direct to consumer advertising, in one respect, is the dialectical opposite of
PDFA anti-drug ads - the PDFA's goal is to keep kids away from drugs, while the
goal of DTC is to influence people to buy drugs. In a different respect, however,
PDFA anti-drug ads and direct to consumer pharmaceutical advertising are very much
the same thing - attempts to shape the thinking of consumers about drugs. It should
come as no surprise that the same advertising agencies that create the DTC campaigns
for the drug companies also make the PDFA ads (PDFA website, 2004).
GlaxoSmithKline

2003 Sales1:
$ 38.2 Billion
2000 DTC Total2 : $ 417.2 Million
Product Name

Paxil
Flonase
Flovent
Valtrex
Zyban
lmitrex

Product Type
Antidepressant
Respiratory Steroids
Respiratory Steroids
Antiviral
Smoking Cessation
Non-narcotic Pain Killer

DTC Spending 2000 (Millions)2
$ 91.8
$ 73.5
$ 62.9
$ 39.7
$ 30.9
$ 37.1

Product Type
Sex Function Disorder
Antiarthritic
Oral Antihistamine
Cholesterol Reducer

DTC Spending 2000 (Millions)
$ 89.5
$ 78.3
$ 60.2
$ 58.2

Product Type
Cholesterol Reducer
Anti-Anxiety

DTC Spending 2000 (Millions) 2
$ 62.0
$ 28.7

Pfizer

2003 Sales1:
$ 45.2 Billion
2000 DTC Total2 : $ 249.9 Million
Product Name

Viagra
Celebrex
Zyrtec
Lipitor

2

Bristol-Meyers Squibb

2003 Sales1:
$ 20.9 Billion
2000 OTC Tota 2 1: $ 140.6 Million
Product Name

Pravachol
Buspar

1
2

Hoover's Online, 2004
National Institute for Health Care Management, 2001

Table 1 - OTC spending on pharmaceuticals
In order for drug companies to create, market, and sell drugs, while at the
same time contributing to an organization called the Partnership for a Drug-Free
America, and still remain "legitimate", a fundamental distinction must be maintained
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at all times; the distinction between "bad" and "illegal" drugs and "good" drugs and
"medicine". It is this manufactured dichotomy at which the rhetoric of the PDFA
website is aimed at supporting.
The goal of this research is to critically examine the information the PDFA
disseminates to the public about drugs, with the knowledge that the companies that
form the PDFA have a clear financial interest doing so. Throughout this analysis, it
will be helpful to refer back to the companies listed in Figure 7 to remain aware of
just who makes up the PDFA and whose interests are being served through the
information on the PDFA web site.
"Media Partners": Donating the Ideological Apparatus
The "Media Partners" page (Figure 8) begins by restating its introductory
paragraph from the "About Us" page (Figure 2d). The second paragraph, however,
explains in detail the breadth of infiltration the PDFA has attained in the U.S. mass
media:
Literally thousands of people have been involved and have come from
all sectors of the media: national broadcast and cable TV networks,
local TV stations and cable TV systems, national radio networks, local
radio stations, newspapers, magazines, outdoor media of all types,
phone directories, trade journals, home video, movie theaters,
corporate publications, mall and in-store displays, armed forces print,
radio and TV, place-based media, the Internet and a variety of other
media have teamed over the years to give Partnership messages more
support than any other public service campaign in history.
The next paragraph continues to describe the PDFA's massive influence,
"Since advertising started in 1987 through the start of the National Youth Anti-Drug
Media Campaign in 1998, the value of the time and space donated pro bono by the
media reached $3 billion." According to Block, et al. (the authors of "Just Saying
No" [Figure 9]), this donated time and space has made the PDFA "the largest
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advertiser of a "single product" in the United States - after McDonald's" (2003).
The last sentence of the third paragraph in Figure 8 states, "This incredible
contribution has had a dramatic impact on the very significant progress this country
has made on illegal drugs from 1985 through the present." Once again, in predictable,
ambiguous fashion, the PDFA has neglected to provide any reference for their claim
of "dramatic impact on the very significant progress... on illegal drugs".

If

swallowed whole, however, this sentence serves to legitimize the hegemonic media
presence described in the preceding paragraphs. The final paragraph on this page
serves a similar function:
Wide recognition of drugs as one of this nation's most dangerous·
problems, the excellence of the creative work and research proof that
the campaigns actually work have helped drive the media support of
PDFA to such high levels.
The first sentence of this paragraph poses three factors that have "helped drive
the media support of PDFA to such high levels." The first, "Wide recognition of
drugs as one of this nation's most dangerous problems," is a highly controversial
claim. While drugs may indeed be recognized as one of the nation's most dangerous
problems, that recognition is not necessarily accurate. The labeling of drugs as "one
of this nation's most dangerous problems" is a subjective and ideological statement.
Just as valid are claims made by competing groups that drug prohibition is one of this
nation's most dangerous problems.
Also cited as factors that have driven media support for the PDFA are " ... the
excellence of the creative work and research proof that the campaigns actually work."
What are not mentioned as factors that may have contributed to the "generosity" of
the media donors are the myriad systems of interconnections, kickbacks, and back
room deals between the PDFA's corporate partners, agency partners, and media
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The Partnership's agency partners produce work that is arguably among the finest examples
creative work in the business, but none of it does any good unless people see it That's
where our media partners come in.
Since its inception PDFA has had the benefit of unprecedented support from this country's
advertising media. Literally thousands of people have been involved and have come from all
sectors of the media: national broadcast and cable 1V networks, local 1V stations and cable
1V systems, national radio networks, local radio stations, newspapers, magazines, outdoor
media of all types, phone directories, trade journals, home video, movie theaters, corporate
publications, mall and In-store displays, armed forces prin� radio and lV, place-based
media, the Internet and a variety of other media have teamed over the years to give
Partnership messages more support than any other public service campaign in history.
Since advertising started in 1987 through the start of the National Youth Ant�Drug Media
Campaign In 1998, the value of the time and space donated pro bona by the media reached
$3 billion. This incredible contribution has had a dramatic Impact on the very significant
progress this country has made on Illegal drugs from1985 through the present.
Wide recognition of drugs as one of this nation's most dangerous problems, the excellence
of the creative work and research proof that the campaigns actually work have helped drive
the media support of PDFA to such high levels. But, the primary reason for this success is
that these media companies are run by moms and dads, people who care about their
children, their communities and their country, people who take great pride In their vital part of
this e11ort.
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We would like to grotefully acknowledge the contribution of the Screen
Actors Guild ond the American Federotion of Television and Radio
Artists in the ongoing success of this inliative.
Copyrigtl 2004 © Partnership for o Drug.free America �
Al rigtis reserved.
� I Privacy Po�cy I �

Figure 8 - "Media Partners" page
partners. Many of the PDFA's pharmaceutical companies, advertising agencies, and
media outlets have existing relationships outside of their anti-drug crusade. The same
agencies that make the PDFA advertisements also make the pro-drug direct to
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consumer advertisements for the pharmaceutical companies and pipe them through
the same media outlets. These existing relationships may profoundly influence the
relationships of these companies within the context of the PDFA (i.e. "more support
than any other public service campaign in history" [second paragraph, Figure 8].)
The final sentence of the "Media Partners" page ends the description of the
PDFA's mass media network by attempting to once again ("it's good for families and
good for business", Figure 5) equate the interests of parents with the interests of
multi billion-dollar corporate media conglomerations:
But, the primary reason for this success is that these media companies
are run by moms and dads, people who care about their children, their
communities and their country, people who take great pride in their
vital part of this effort.
The "About Us" pages have told us a great deal about the PDFA; the actual
people listed on the "Board of Directors" page (Figure 3), the altruistic image
presented on the "Who We Are" page (Figure 4), the underlying crony capitalism of
the "Corporate Partners" pages (Figure 5), and the description of the PDFA's
relationship to the mass media on the "Media Partners" pages (Figure 8).
With this understanding of the who the PDFA 'is, I will now move on
to further analysis of the web page, first looking at how the PDFA uses claims of
authority in the presentation of an academic paper that supports their stance, then at
how the PDFA targets teens and parents through their web page with disinformation
and fear.
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AUTHORITY: THE ACADEMIC PAPER
On the PDFA homepage there is a section titled "Highlights" which includes a
series of short paragraphs, each with a boldface headline and a link to further
information. The paragraph of interest to this analysis (Figure la) has the headline,
"Do Teens Listen to Anti-Drug Ads?" along with the text:
Wondering if teens pay attention to ads urging them to avoid drugs?
Read this report by researchers from Yale and New York University
to find out if anti-drug messages really do reduce teen drug use (PDFA
website, 2004).
The questions in the headline and the first line of this paragraph are of vital
importance to the PDFA, as a negative answer to either of them would render the
organization's goals as pointless. In the next sentence, the words, "researchers from
Yale and New York University," are the source of authority for both the current
paragraph and for what lies ahead if the reader clicks on "this report", a hyperlink.
Yale, as demonstrated by Stanley Milgram (1983) in one of the variants of his famous
electroshock experiments, holds an almost sacred claim to legitimate authority in
American culture.
Clicking on "this report" brings the reader to a new page that contains an
academic paper, "Just Saying No" by Block et al. (Figure 9), taken from the Stem
School of Business Journal, Fall/Winter 2003. Beneath the title in boldface, the ·
following lines summarize the "positive" findings of the report: "Adults may think
teenagers don't pay attention to media messages urging them to avoid destructive
.,.\

behavior. But a study of a well-known anti-drug advertising campaign from the late
1980s reveals that they were."
Jumping for a moment to the end of the article, we see that, "A longer version
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Just Saying No

By Lauren G. Block, \llokl 0. Morwltz, 'MIiiam P. PL.tsls, Jr,� Subrata K. S.n
From the stern School of Business Journal, Fatl/\Mnter 2003

Adults may think teenagers don't pay attention to media messages urging them to avoid destr
Ive
behavior. But a study of a well-known anti-drug advertising campaign from the late 1980s r
als that
theywere.
Over the years, advertisements run by the Partnership for a Drug
Free America (PDFA) have turned Into popular culture Icons. Spots
like "This Is your brain ... this is your brain on drugs" have beco
part of the lingua franca. Over the years, PDFA, a non-profit sta
1986 and backed by the American Association or Advertising
Agencies, has received more than $3 billion In donated medl from
the broadcast, cable, and radio networks, more than 1000
newspapers, and more than 1 00 magazines and medical j
The massive amount of donated media PDFA receives ann
makes ii the largest advertiser of a "single product· in the U
States -aner McDonald"s.
But does all that spending work? Mer all, as any parent will
can be difficult getting through to teenagers. So we decided t
Investigate whether the target audience of the advertising adolescents -was listening.
Fortunately. there were good data available. Before It aired the ad
the PDFA began conducting annual surveys to Independently test
whether the advertising campaign was associated with a change In
adolescents' drug use. These were known as the Partnership
Attitude Tracking Surveys (PATS) and were obtained by getting teenagers to fi
questionnaires at central locations like malls.The first "wave" of PATS was Initiated during ebruary and
March, 1987, three months before the first anti-drug messages were aired.Additional waves, which took
place In 1988, 1989, and 1990, measured respondents' recall or PDFA advertisements. (The sample sizes or
adolescents aged 13-17 years were 797, 1031, 870, and 1497, respectively.) These four waves formed a
"natural experiment." Respondents during the first wave were not exposed to PDFA advertising, whereas
respondents In subsequent waves were.
A preliminary examination of the PATS data reveals that the percentages of respondents who reported
� or �/crack use in the previous 12 months did, In fact, decrease significantly between 1987
and 1990. Survey data from the University of Michigan's Institute of Soclal Research and National Household
Survey on Drug Abuse corroborate this trend. But while this pattern Is consistent with the hypothesis that anti
drug advertising reduces drug consumption, this analysis does not accommodate other potential
explanations for changes in drug consumption over lime, such as exposure to school-based anti-drug
campaigns. To adjust for such other factors, we developed a detailed behavioral economic model that
Investigated the relationship between adolescents' recall or anti-drug advertising and their probability or
using marijuana, cocaine, or crack -as well as the volume or use ror those already using these drugs.
Model Behavioral
We began with an lndlvlduat-tevel behavioral economic model of drug use, focusing on the Impact of
advertising. This well-established economic framework provided the rigorous link between the underlying
theory and the statistical model needed to estimate individual behaviors. We then relied on health behavior
theory to select the specific variables used within this empirical specification. The measures used in the
analysis represented the predominant benefits and costs of drug use idenUfied In major health behavior
theories. We analyzed marijuana use separately from cocaine/crack use because reasons for use diff'er for
specific drugs. And we combined cocaine and crack into a single category because 92% or respondents
reported using both with equal frequency.
Respondents Indicated how onen In the past 12 months they had used each drug by selecting a number on a
scale running from 1 -meaning no use -to 7 -meaning 40 or more times. These responses allowed us to
determine both the percentages or respondents who reported using each drug In the previous 12 months
and the volumes of use. In the case of users of both drugs, we divided their volume of use at the median and
considered those below the median to be light users and those above the median to be heavy users.

Figure 9 - "Just Saying No" page
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of this research appeared in the American Journal of Public Health, August 2002, vol
92, No. 8," as well as:
Lauren G. Block is associate professor of marketing at the Zicklin
School of Business at Baruch College.
Vicki G. Morwitz is associate professor of marketing at NYU Stem.
William P. Putsis Jr is professor of marketing at University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Subrata K. Sen is Joseph F. Cullman III Professor of Organization,
Management, and Marketing at the Yale School of Management.
The prestige of the American Journal of Public Health, the authors' academic
titles, and the institutions with which they are affiliated again bolster the authority of
the text. This report is apparently the result of legitimate, peer-reviewed academic
research in the field of marketing. With that in mind, we jump back to the beginning
of the article and find out what it has to say.
Back at the top of the page, we see the picture in Figure 9a inlaid next to the
first two paragraphs of the article. It has the title of the article, "Just Saying No," over
the image of a face with eyes closed and a white "X" where the mouth should be.
This image of death, in the context of a report on the effectiveness of anti-drug ads,
can be seen as supplementing the authority of the academic paper with a dimension of
fear, with the implication that the absence of anti-drug messages results in death.
The article begins by describing the PDFA, stating that the organization, "has
received more that $3 billion in donated media from the broadcast, cable, and radio
networks, more that 1000 newspapers, and more than 100 magazines and medical
journals," and that the PDFA is, "the largest advertiser of a 'single product' in the
United States - after McDonald's."
The authors then ask their research question, are the PDFA ads effective in
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changing the attitudes of teens about drugs? The first claim they make in answering
this question immediately raises suspicions about the possible motives, biases, and
validity of the basis of this study:
Fortunately, there were good data available. Before it aired the ads, the
PDFA began conducting annual surveys to independently test whether
the advertising campaign was associated with a change in adolescents'
drug use. These were known as the Partnership Attitude Tracking
Surveys (PATS) and were obtained by getting teenagers to fill out
anonymous questionnaires at central locations like malls.
The first sentence of this paragraph makes a qualitative statement concerning
the data upon which this study is based, namely that it is "good". The validity of this
judgment lies in the authority of the authors to make such a claim. The very next
sentences, however, raise reasonable doubts about just how "good" this data is.
The first and most important indicator that there may be problems with the
data is the fact that the data come from the PDFA itself, yet are called "independent".
Any pretext of objectivity is quickly evaporated when a supposedly external
evaluation of a program is conducted using internally generated criteria. This logical
inconsistency is nullified, however, through the initial authoritative statement that the
data is not only "good", but also "fortunate". This is a concrete example of an
exercise of discursive power.
Not only are the source and objectivity of the data questionable, but the last
sentence of the paragraph describes a convenience sampling method that knowingly
produces ungeneralizable results ("getting teenagers to fill out anonymous
questionnaires at central locations like malls"). When conducting quantitative social
research, the sampling method generally lies close to the heart of what makes a data
set "good". The authors do make the acknowledgement in the second to the last
paragraph of the article:
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This study was not without limitations. Although the sample was
constructed to be representative of American adolescents, central
location sampling was used.
Besides being ungeneralizable, the use of self-report measures of teen drug use
raise further questions of validity and reliability. Studies have shown that social
desirability can seriously affect the accuracy of self-report instruments (Sudman,
Bradburn, & Schwarz, 1996), a fact which is compounded by population
characteristics (teens) and the context of the administration of the survey (malls).
Again, these considerations are glossed over by the authoritative claim of "good"
data.
The researches then explain that:
The first "wave" of PATS was initiated during February and March,
1987, three months before the first anti-drug messages were aired.
Additional waves, which took place in 1988, 1989, and 1990,
measured respondents' recall of PDFA advertisements.
Once again, the claim of "good" data comes into question. Data on teen
media consumption and drug use behavior from 12-15 years ago has serious
limitations in its generalizability to teen populations today.

The rapid pace of

technological and cultural change means that teens today live in a very different
environment than the teens of the late 80's.
The time frame of the data collection does have a redeeming characteristic for
the study, however. Since the first "wave" of PATS was initiated before the first anti
drug messages were aired, the researchers are able to set up a "natural experiment",
comparing this "control" group to the succeeding "experimental" condition groups of
1988, 1989, and 1990.
The researchers then go on to describe the variables obtained through the
PATS surveys, including how often respondents had used marijuana and
crack/cocaine, their perceived susceptibility to drug use, perceived severity of drug
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use, attitudes toward drugs, attitudes toward drug users, and how often respondents
had viewed specific anti-drug ads. They then tested three separate assumptions about
teens' decisions to use marijuana and crack/cocaine.

..

First, we estimated the marijuana and cocaine/crack equations
independently, assuming that the decision to try the two drugs is
independent. (Empirical research suggests that the process may be
sequential; that is, one first tries marijuana and then cocaine/crack.)
Second, the common syndrome theory suggests that individuals have a
"predisposition" to use drugs that manifests itself first in marijuana
use. Third, certain factors associated with the experience of using
marijuana could lead people to use harder drugs, such as
cocaine/crack. This has been referred to as a "gateway" or "stepping
stone" theory. These three alternatives resulted in different statistical
specifications, which allowed us to test the hypotheses with the
available data.
This paragraph describes the three different assumptio!ls the researchers tested

with their data, that marijuana use is independent of later crack/cocaine use, that
individuals are predisposed to using drugs and this predisposition manifests itself first
with marijuana and then crack/cocaine, and that marijuana use leads to crack/cocaine
use - the gateway theory. They found that:
Using nested tests, we concluded that the "predisposition" formulation
- i.e. that individuals have a "predisposition to use drugs" that
manifests itself first in marijuana use - fit significantly better than the
notion that the decision to try the two drugs is independent.
Consequently, we used this formulation throughout. In addition, the
data led us to reject the hypothesis that marijuana use increases the
probability of cocaine/crack use.
The article does not go into more depth about what it means to be
"predisposed" to drug use. Are all people predisposed to drug use? Why does this
predisposition manifest itself first with marijuana? These questions are not answered
by the researchers, but it seems to me that if an individual has the "predisposition" to
use drugs, its manifestation would be purely determined by the environment, i.e. what
drug is available.
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The researchers then conclude that, according to their model, "The findings
demonstrate that recall of anti-drug advertising was associated with a decreased
probability of marijuana use." They conclude the article with the statement:
.. .our findings have important public policy implications. Our model,
based on survey data from 1987 to 1990, indicates that increases in
amounts of anti-drug advertising are associated with decreases in
teenage drug use. During this time period, media financial support for
anti-drug advertising increased, from a low of $115 million in 1987 to
a high of $365 million in 1991. Given the results, this increase appears
to have been a worthwhile investment.
The very claim that "our findings have important public policy implications"
is a direct statement of the authors' own authority. Combined with the last sentence
of this paragraph, these claims represent the most definitive and poignant exercise of
the authors' authority, to make the evaluative claim that a massive increase in
spending on anti-drug advertising was a "worthwhile investment".
From the "teaser" paragraph on the homepage of the PDFA website to the last
sentence of the article, the implied authority of researchers from Yale and other elite
institutions and the American Journal of Public Health is used to legitimate the self
serving claim that anti-drug advertising is effective in reducing teen drug use. This
authority is used to drown out legitimate concerns with methods, such as using data
originating from the target of the evaluation, the generalizability of convenience
samples from 12-15 years ago, and the validity and reliability of self-report drug use
measures.
Perhaps the most effective exercise of power, by both the PDFA website and
the academic paper "Just saying no" lies not in what they say, but from what they
failed to say. Since 1998, the PDFA has been in partnership with the White House's
Office for National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP) in a targeted media blitz called the
National Youth Anti-Drug Media Campaign. Also since 1998, another government
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agency, the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) has performed independent
evaluations of the Media Campaign through contracts with Westat Inc and the
Annenberg School for Communication, University of Pennsylvania.

The NIDA

publishes its report annually (http://www.drugabuse.gov/DESPR/Westat/), but there is
no mention of it anywhere on the entire PDFA website or in the paper by Block, et al.
Perhaps this report is not mentioned because its findings directly contradict
those of Block, et al. According to the report:
There is little evidence of direct favorable Campaign effects on youth,
either for the Marijuana Initiative period or for the Campaign as whole.
The trend data in marijuana use is not favorable, and for the primary
target audience, 14- to 16-year-olds, past year use increased from 2000
through 2003, although this increase was already in place before the
start of the Marijuana Initiative. However, an independent source of
trend information, the Monitoring the Future Survey, showed a decline
in use for some age groups. In any case, youth who were more exposed
to Campaign messages are no more likely to hold favorable beliefs or
intentions about marijuana than are youth less exposed to those
messages, both during the Marijuana Initiative period and over the
entire course of the Campaign.

•

The fact that this government report is not mentioned by the PDFA when
answering the question, "Are teens listening to anti-drug ads?" is a direct exercise of
power.

By suppressing the NIDA report, a source with just as much potential

legitimate authority as Yale and the American Journal of Public Health, the PDFA is
intentionally misrepresenting the facts to its audience.
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CHANNELING FEAR TO PARENTS AND TEENS

Power as Social Identity Manipulation
The PDFA uses several techniques to activate specific social identities in the
readers of its web site, such as portraying images of people that readers can identify
with and using language structures that are associated with specific identities (i.e.
using "your employees" activates the identity of an employer). By activating social
identities, the PDFA is able to exploit vulnerabilities that are intrinsic to those
identities and are common to all who share the identity. By using the identity of an
employer, for example, the PDFA is able to exploit features that are common to all
employers, such as the needs to ensure reliable labor sources and increase profits, by
linking participation in their Corporate Partnership program to the fulfillment of those
needs.
While employers and corporate executives are the targeted identity of the
"Corporate Partners" page (figure 5), the majority of the PDFA web site is targeted at
two specific categories of people: parents and teens. In addition to using images and
language structures to indirectly activate these social identities in its readers, the
PDFA uses powerful features unique to the medium of HTML web pages to directly
access desired social identities.
As can be seen in any of the included figures, all of the pages of the PDFA's
web site are displayed within a common "frame" along the top and left-hand sides.
Included in this omni-present frame are a pseudo American flag in the top left comer
next to the words "Partnership for a Drug- Free America", a picture of a teen's face,

various page-specific links along the left edge, and 8 "tabs" that correspond to the
main areas of the web site.
Two of these tabs, "Teens" and "Parents/Caregivers", directly activate social
identities by providing social categories, or positions, for the reader to identify with
through the action of clicking on them. This form of identity activation, providing a
clickable link labeled with a social category, is uniquely suited to the medium of web
pages and is a potential source of discursive power.
The creator of the discourse (the PDFA) both determines which social
categories are presented to the reader and defines the parameters of the corresponding
social identities. These parameters include the previously mentioned vulnerabilities
that are inherent in any specific identity. The PDFA magnifies these vulnerabilities in
their constructed version of the "parent" identity, elevating the normal sense of fear
that all parents share for their children into a disproportionately large aspect of that
identity. When this lopsided identity, top-heavy with unnatural levels of fear and
paranoia, is assumed by the reader, it acts like fertile soil for the ideology of the
PDFA to take root in. In the next two sections, I will examine some of the ways in
which this is done with the "Teens" and "Parents/Caregivers" tabs.
Parents: Trust Us. Not Your Kids
Clicking on the "Parents/Caregivers" tab predictably brings the reader to the
"Parents/Caregivers" page of the PDFA web site (Figure 10). In the top-right comer
of the page (Figure 10a) is the sentence "The Parents sectfon is made possible by a
generous grant from MetLife Foundation." Metlife is an insurance and banking
conglomerate with 2003 sales of $35.8 billion (Hoover's, 2004). The page is then
organized in two columns labeled "Tips & Resources" and "Personal Stories".
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In examining this web page, one particular theme stands out more prominently
than any other; the importance of monitoring your teen. Figures 10b through lOf all
approach the idea of surveillance and monitoring of teenagers from different angles.
Beneath this pervasive theme of surveillance lies the exploitable vulnerability of the
parent identity, the fear of losing your child in some way. This fear provides the
reader with the rationale for accepting the PDFA's surveillance and monitoring
guidelines, and is implicitly reinforced throughout the pages of the PDFA web site.

..

Looking at Figure 10b, which has the heading "Make Everyday Kids Day" and
contains the following paragraph, we can see the technique of fear arousal in action:
Parents play a vital role in drug prevention. Research shows that kids
who are not regularly monitored by their parents are twice as likely to
smoke cigarettes and four times more likely to use other drugs. Help
your child have a happy, healthy, drug-free day-today and everyday.
Read these 23 parenting tips.
The second sentence of the paragraph is unspecific about two facts, ·and very specific
about two others. The "research" referred to is not specified in any way, and it is not
at all clear exactly what "regularly monitored" means.

However, the supposed

correlates of a lack of regular monitoring, "twice as likely to smoke cigarettes" and
"four times more likely to use other drugs", are indeed very specific formulations.
This unbalanced specificity feeds into a parent's fear of losing their child to rampant
(4x) drug use, and increases their susceptibility to embracing the "solutions" provided
by the PDFA.
Since the phrase "Make Everyday Kids Day" is a link that leads to further
information when clicked on, the reader may think that the unspecified facts are

,. This is not so. Clicking on "Make Everyday Kids
addressed in subsequent pages.
Day" brings the reader to the "Help for Parents" page (Figure 11). This page does not
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Parents/Caregivers
Tips & Resources
We Remember You
Our Memorial Wall contains tributes to loved
ones lost to drugs and alcohol. Read the three
recent memorlals posted In memory of
teenagers, Rachel, Donny and Thomas, Who
tragically lost their lives.
Teens Abusing Cough Medicine
Some young people are abusing
over-the-counter cough
medicines. While abuse of these
products is not widespread, every

parent should be aware ofthe

faels. Read our special parents

section on Couoh Medicine
&llllll to learn the effects, lhe

slang terms and things to watch

Personal Stories
Parents of Addicts Share Stories

The Mom Squad, a parent group in St.
Charles, IL, is deeply concerned about the
etrects that drug abuse is having on their
famllles and communities. They strive to
educate others about cocaine and heroin
addiction while offering compassion and
hope to one another. Read8nersona1
ll.Qr.ill In which Mom Squad members describe the
enormous Impact that their teens' addictions have had on
their lives.
9 Tips: from One Parent to Another

It sure wasn1 easy for Barbara Hansen to
watch her daughter Nicole become
addicted to drugs. But she certainty
learned quite a bit about parenting along
the way. Now all the wiser, she wants to
share these 9Uosfor Parents

Keeping Teens In Hand

To be a "hands-on" parent at least 1 o of the following
12 must be true.
You must:
• Monitor what your kids are watching on lV.
Monitor their use of the Internet
• Put restrictions on CDs they buy.
• Know where your kids are an.er school and
during weekends.
• Be told the truth about YQUr teenager's
whereabouts.
• Be aware of your teenager's academic
performance.
• lmpose a curfew.
• Make It clear that you would be •extremely
upser if your teen used�.
Eat dinner with your teen six or seven nights a
week.
• Turn the lV off' during dinner.
• Assign regular chores for your teen.
• Have an adult present when the teen comes
home from school.

Figure 1 O - "Parents/Caregivers" page
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contain any further references to the mysterious "research" from the previous page,
but it .does contain some other interesting information, such as the first paragraph:
From early childhood on, children are presented with a confusing
picture of the world when it comes to drugs: while all drugs carry
risks, some are legal (alcohol and tobacco); some are "medicines;"
others are illegal. Parents can help children understand the differences
better than most, every step of the way toward adulthood.
And the final sentence on the page, "For more information detailing how to
talk to your child, click on a link to the right of the page for age-specific tips." While
these paragraphs do not deal so much with surveillance as with shaping youngsters'
attitudes about the differences between types of drugs, the exploitation of parental
fear continues. The fear addressed by this page is that parents will not be capable on
their own of properly informing their child about drugs, leading the child to make
poor choices. Notice the section "Help Topics" along the right side of Figure 10, for
instance. The various links are titled things like "Help! I think my child is using
drugs", and "Is Your Child Using Drugs? How to Find Out". The wording used in
these links places the parent in a disadvantaged position of helplessness and the
PDFA in a position authority and reassurance.
The PDFA may suffer from somewhat of a conflict of interests in providing
"information detailing how to talk to your child" about the differences between legal
drugs, "medicines", and illegal drugs. Since the primary corporate funders of the
PDFA are pharmaceutical-related corporations (Figure 5), they may have a vested
interest in downplaying the risks of the "medicines" from which they profit while
unfairly demonizing (creating fear about) the "illegal" drugs that may compete with
their products.
Looking to the right-hand side of this page under the heading "What you can
do", there is a link to "Keeping watch over your child". Clicking on this link brings

Ill
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Help for Parents
Help Topics

Help for Parents
From early childhood on, children are presented with a confusing picture
of the world when it comes to drugs: while all drugs carry risks, some are
legal (alcohol and tobacco); some are "medicines� others are Illegal.
Parents can help children understand the ditrerences better than most,
every step of the way toward adulthood.
Talking with your children about illegal drugs Is not as difficult as most
parents think, but is not as simple as delivering one message C'dont do
drugs") over lime. As Kids age, their attitudes about drugs become more
and more sophisticated. For more than 15 years, the Partnership for a
Drug-Free America has been tracking drug-related attitudes among
children, teenagers and parents, gaining tremendous insights Into what
kids of all ages think and reel about a wide variety of illegal drugs. While
young children tend to view drugs in simple terms (good" vs. "bad"), pre
teens and teenagers come to understand that not all drugs are the same.
Drug-related attitudes have a direct influence on decisions to use drugs,
and are Influenced by a wide variety of factors-age, gender, peer and
family influences, etc. The messages and warnings parents use with
young children will not work with children as they grow into adolescents.
On-going communication with children about drugs Is crilical. As their
attitudes about drugs change, kids need guidance and advice from
parents. That's why one-time conversations about drugs will not do the
job. For parents who dont know what to say or arent sure where to start,
the ability to listen Intently to children about drugs Is a great strategy to
employ. Ask open-ended questions about the Issue of drugs, and listen.
For more information detailing how to talk to your child, click on a link to
the right of the page for age-specific lips.
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Figure 11 - "Help for Parents" page
the reader to a page of the same name (Figure 12), and back to the subject of
monitoring. On this page there are three paragraphs that serve to introduce the parent
to the craft of teen surveillance. The PDFA goes to great lengths on this page to
assuage the reader's natural repulsion at the level of privacy invasion that is
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advocated:
The idea of "monitoring" your tween or teen may sound sinister, but
it's actually a very simple idea that leads to great things: You know
where your child is at all times (especially after school), you know his
friends, and you know his plans and activities. By staying in-the-know
about your child's daily schedule, you're taking an important step in
keeping your child drug-free. Kids who are monitored are four times
less likely to use drugs.
In the effort to paint monitoring as something not "sinister", the PDFA reverts
to the tactic of strategic information omission. Monitoring may indeed lead to "great
things" like kids who are "four times less likely to use drugs", but this does not mean
that these are the only things that monitoring leads to. What the PDFA neglects to
address are the potential negative effects of monitoring, which do render it "sinister"
when they occur, such as the strong sense of mistrust it inevitably introduces into the
parent-teen relationship or the militarized home atmosphere that surveillance fo�ters.
The next paragraph delves even deeper into the psychological aspects of
monitoring your teen, sounding more like an excerpt from a CIA training manual than
a parenting tip:
Because monitoring conflicts with your child's desire to be
independent, he is likely to resist your attempts to find out the details
of his daily whereabouts. Don't let this deter you from your goal. He
may accept the idea more easily if you present it as a means of
ensuring safety or interest in who he is and what he likes to do, rather
than as a means of control. You need to be prepared for your child's
resistance - because the rewards of monitoring are proven.
This entire paragraph reeks of authoritarianism. In the first place, a teenager's
(or any human being's) desire to be independent and not have the details of his or her
daily whereabouts known should not be blithely seen as deterrents to healthy parental
goals. While there is certainly a need for parents to be involved in their children's
Iives, this paragraph presents budding teenage autonomy as something to be squashed
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in order to keep them away from any possible real life experiences with drugs.
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The Idea of"monltoring" your tween or teen may sound sinister, but It's
actually a very simple Idea that leads to great things: You know where
your child is at all times (especially after school), you know his friends,
and you know his plans and activities. By staying In-the-know about your
child's daily schedule, you're taking an Important step In keeping your
child drug-free. Kids who are monitored are four times less likely to use
drugs.
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Because monitoring conflicts with your child's desire to be Independent,
he Is ilkely to resist your attempts to find out the details of his dally
whereabouts. Dontlet this deter you from your goal. He may accept the
Idea more easily if you present it as a means of ensuring safety or
interest In who he Is and what he likes to do, rather than as a means of
control. You need to be prepared for your child's resistance - because
the rewards of monitoring are proven.
The most lmportant time of day to monitor is after school from 4 p.m. to 7
p.m. Kids are at the greatest risk for abusing drugs during these hours.
Call your child's school to find out about adult-supervised activities he
can take part In during these hours. Encourage him to get involved with
youth groups, art or music programs, organized sports, community
service, or academic clubs. Follow up with your child to make sure he is
actually going to the program he has chosen.
:!@ Email this story
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Figure 12 - "Keeping Watch Over Your Child" page

Again, the paragraph ends with an unsupported claim m propagandesque
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fashion, "because the rewards of monitoring are proven." The dark prescriptions of
this paragraph rely on the festering fear all parents have of seeing their child tum into
a junkie, inflamed by the emotional imagery created by the PDFA.
The final paragraph offers some practical suggestions:
The most important time of day to monitor is after school from 4 p.m.
to 7 p.m. Kids are at the greatest risk for abusing drugs during these
hours. Call your child's school to find out about adult-supervised
activities he can take part in during these hours. Encourage him to get
involved with youth groups, art or music programs, organized sports,
community service, or academic clubs. Follow up with your child to
make sure he is actually going to the program he has chosen.
Returning to the "Parents/Caregivers" page (Figure 10), we can see further
reinforcing of the surveillance theme. Figure 10c has the heading "Where is Your
Teen?" and contains the following paragraph:
Partnership for a Drug-Free America and MetLife Foundation are
working together to bring parents information about raising drug-free
kids. Read the recent News Release. Help your kids stay drug-free by
keeping tabs on them and asking questions. Learn more in our special
section Tips for Raising Drug-Free Teens
Looking back at the "Corporate Partners" page (Figure 7), we see that MetLife
Foundation is in the category "Lead Support", which is even higher than the
"Chairman's Circle" category, and seems to denote something like founding member
status. Again, the claim that the PDFA and their partner MetLife Foundation are in
any position to "bring parents information about raising drug-free kids" is merely
internally valid and ultimately self-serving.
Clicking on either the "Where is Your Teen?" or the "Tips for Raising Drug
Free Teens" links brings the reader to the "Tips for Raising Drug-Free Teens" page
(Figure 13). This page describes a specific campaign called "Parent Talk" launched
by the PDFA and MetLife Foundation that includes two radio messages and a
brochure for parents about how to monitor your teen.
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Below a paragraph describing the brochure, there is a paragraph titled "Parent
Talk" Radio Campaign:
This new round of the "Parent Talk" campaign features two radio ads
created by the agency Young & Rubicam, each seeking to remind
parents of the importance of monitoring their kids' time. The messages
will air in 20 markets in the U.S.
The message? Be involved in your kids' life - by asking questions,
listening to what they have to say, knowing their friends, their
interests, who they hang out with, and where they go after school.
Most importantly, give them your time. Even if it seems like they don't
want your attention - they do.
The now familiar theme of monitoring is again repeated, further normalizing
the idea of eroded privacy in the name of keeping teens "drug-free". Below these two
paragraphs are two more paragraphs describing the parental instructions being
disseminated to 20 U.S. markets. Of particular interest is the description of the radio
ad titled "Babies":
Parents, even though your teenager no longer plays with his food and
is almost taller than you are, in some ways he's still a baby. Once he
hits 13 a lot of temptations lurk - marijuana, ecstasy, cocaine, and
conformity. While you can't dress your teens in drug-retardant feety
pajamas, build a giant protective gate, or hold their hands until they're
21, there is a way to protect them. Ask them questions. Know who
they're with, what they're doing, and where they are. Because kids
whose parents don't, are more likely to do drugs.
This paragraph represents precisely the exploitation of parental fear as a
justification for increased surveillance of teens. By stating that "in some ways he's
still a baby", the PDFA enfeebles teenagers, discounting the fact that they are pre
adults with their own autonomy. The argument for increased surveillance is more
easily swallowed if teens are equated with babies, because babies really do need the
kind of monitoring advocated here. One fact is being glossed over, however. Teens
are not babies. The next sentence invokes the imagery of fear for parents of 13 year
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olds, "a lot of temptations lurk - marijuana, ecstasy, cocaine, and conformity." The
sentence after that returns to the teen-as-baby idea with fantasy imagery of
protectionism to quell the fear, "While you can't dress your teens in drug-retardant
feety pajamas, build a giant protective gate, or hold their hands until they're 21, there
is a way to protect them." And that way, of course, is increased surveillance. Again,
the paragraph ends with the unsupported claim alluding to the sacred knowledge
possessed by the PDFA, "Because kids whose parents don't, are more likely to do
drugs."
For yet another dose of how and why parents should monitor their children we
return once again to the "Parents/Caregivers" page (Figure 10). Figure 10d has the
heading "Keeping Tabs on Kids" and contains the sentence, "Know exactly where
your teens are, what they're doing, who their friends are -- it can make them less likely
to experiment with drugs. read more."
Clicking on either the words "Keeping Tabs on Kids" or "read more" brings
the reader to the "Keeping Tabs on Kids" page (Figure 16). This page describes
another media campaign directed at instructing parents on how to monitor their
children. There are several different parts to this page, including some quotes from
parents about their experiences with monitoring, a description of the importance of
monitoring from a "senior scientist at the Oregon Research Institute", and a box with
a checklist for being a "hands-on" parent. At the bottom of the page is the following
sentence in boldface, "For more information about monitoring, please call 1-800-7882800."
The box with the checklist for being a "hands-on" parent is also found back on
the "Parents/Caregivers" page (Figure lOe). According to this box, a parent must
meet 10 of 12 requirements in order to be a "hands-on" parent, thus supposedly
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leading to drug-free children. The phrasing of each bulleted requirement again

Tips For Raising Drug-Free Teens
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Figure 13 - "Tips for Raising Drug-Free Teens" page
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reinforces an authoritarian type norm, "To be a hands-on parent, at least 10 of the
following 12 must be true. You must: ..."
Finally, Figure lOf has the title "Monitoring Her Teens" over the sentence,
"Read about the challenges - and rewards - Dawn faces in monitoring her teenagers:
Three Children. Three Choices". Next to this is a picture of a middle-aged white
woman sitting in an easy chair reading a newspaper. Clicking on either the heading or
the link "Three Children, Three Choices" brings the reader to the "In Your Own
Words" page (figures 14 and 15).
This page is the personal narrative of Dawn and her experiences raising three
children, two of whom used drugs and one that did not. Interestingly enough, though
Dawn describes in the first paragraph how she was emotionally touched by a PDFA
television commercial about monitoring, the rest of the narrative does not include the
pervasive

theme

of

surveillance

"Parents/Caregivers" page.

from

the

previous

sections

of

the

She tells about how her sons Josh and Nick became

involved with drugs and alcohol, and how her daughter Jessica avoided the pitfalls of
her brothers. The only real reference to monitoring and surveillance is in Dawn's last
paragraph:
I believe that parents are the most effective anti-drug available, but
there are few with the courage to rise to the occasion. I would like to
encourage other parents to monitor their kids' time and activities right
from the start. It's never too early. Do whatever it takes to stand
between them and drugs. And like the inspiring commercial that
touched me so deeply says, ultimately your kids will thank you for it!
The real power of this page is not in directly reinforcing the PDFA's
surveillance doctrine, but reinforcing the identification of the reader with the "parent"
position and its associated norms, values, and expectations as portrayed by the PDFA.
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In Your Own Words
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Email to Dawn Branham

As a mother of three kids who have all taken
very different paths in their lives with respect
to drugs, I was deepty touched by the
commercial •rhanks,· created by the
Partnership for a Drug-Free America. The
first time I saw it on television l was
motlonless. The commercial shows kids
sternly telling their parents how intrusive
theyd been and that they were the most
miserable parents in the world for making it
Impossible for them to get away With
anything. Then at the very end, one child
stares straight Into the camera and utters
Just one word: "Thanks.· My eves filled With
tears as I saw numerous kids detalllng the
steps I had taken to monitor my own kids'
activities. It was as if this powerful,
encouraging commercial was speaking
directtyto me. tis significanl and distinctive
message was crystal clear: It's about
parents \tltto are brave enough to stay
Involved ln their chlldren's lives and help
them make the right choices, even when
they sometimes make the wrong choices. I
still see this renected today in my
relationship with my three teenagers.

Dawn's received hWldreda � em alls In response to this
story. Here's one we'W selected for you to view.
Hi Dawn,

My 1 (-year-old son ls using/abusing drugs. He overdosed
right before Easter and couldnt hide or deny the fact anymore.
Prior to the overdose, he denied or minimized drug use. I'm
divorcing, and have been separated for a year. His father had
drug and alcohol problems, so your story helped to remind me
our sl1uation lsnt the sole blame for his behavior. This
happens to kids from good families too.
I agree Its not a normal part of growing up. Kids will try stuff'-·
probably 90 percent will at some poln� but others Ilka ours will
use drugs and alcohol as a crutch to get through tough spots
and thats the road to addiction.
l admire your strength. I am having a difficult time coping with
this. tf you have time, your support via email would be much
appreclated.
Th-s,

Mary Ann

ae.etand, OH

Readmw:e email sent to Dawn

I had believed that tf my husband and I did all the ·right things,· we could protect our kids from the dangers of
drugs. The •nght things• included maintaining a strong marriage and showing our children love and affection,
while teaching them good morals and values. We also knew It was Important to monitor our children's time
and involve them in positive activities, like church and athletics. Although we tried our hardest to steer our kids
clear of drugs, we've learned that no one Is Immune to the lure of these substances. We have three children,
all with the same upbringing, and the decisions they've made have all been dramatically different.

Josh
My oldest son Josh•, now 1 8, was always very cleYBr. I was amazed
when he learned to read at age four and went on to become the kind
of witty student who always thought he knew more than his teachers.
Tall, handsome and of slender build, Josh was also an athletic child
'Mio enjoyed baseball, soccer and other sports.
Josh was never shy or unpopular; he Just wasn't what I would call
•socially-savvy.• During his sbdh-grade year, I found out he had
started drinking. Josh's attitude began to change drastically for the
worse; his personality traits, like his Independence and strong
character, turned to defiance and rebelliousness. He became
verbally abusive to me and he was physlcalty threatening to his
siblings. Then Josh began to experiment with� and
eventually went on to use other stronger drugs, Including�
and acid. Pretty soon he was doing Just about every drug there was,
short of anything that required him to inject himself with a needle.
As Josh continued to use drugs, his behavior became consistently
negative. I al'ways hoped deep down Instde that none of my kids would ever try drugs and when I was
confronted with Josh's problem, I felt frustrated and angry. Eventually, I reached a point where I felt hopeless
and appalled with him. I resented my son for the chaos he was bringing upon our family and there were times
I didn't want to have him around. It was tearing us all apart.
OVer the past six years, my husband and I have been fully involved in trying to help our son cope with his drug
abuse problem. We never had that •oh, no not my kier' mentality. Instead, our famlty has spent countless hours
and dollars In therapy and outpatient programs for him. But when Josh sold drugs from my home, I turned him
In; When he broke probation, I called his probation officer: when I found drug paraphernalia ln my house, l
destroyed it. We were firm and clear and Josh knew we expected him to live a drug.free life.AU the while, we've
never given up hope•· we've never given up on him.

Figure 14 - "In Your Own Words" page 1
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The identification process that began when the reader clicked on the
"Parents/Caregivers'' tab is continued with the presentation of Dawn, who exemplifies
the PDFA's category of "parent" and serves as a concrete example with which readers
can identify.
Along with Dawn's narrative are three photographs of her; one where she is
sitting in an easy chair reading a newspaper and two pictures of her in her kitchen.
She is a very typical white, middle-class suburban mother of three teenagers. By
strengthening the identification of readers with Dawn as a parent, the PDFA can more
easily exploit fears that readers' children will tum out like Dawn's, thus indirectly
supporting the surveillance doctrine repeatedly espoused on other pages as a viable
remedy for eliminating the fear.
As seen in this analysis, it is clear that the PDFA is seeking to impose an
ideology of authoritarian surveillance into the collective consciousness of American
parents. This imposition is facilitated by presenting a customized social category of
"parent", that includes exaggerated fears of losing children to drugs, and that the
reader identifies with. As this identification is strengthened, the inherent fears of the
identity are exploited by the PDFA by presenting their doctrine of authoritarian
surveillance, under the moniker of "monitoring", as the solution that will save your
children and soothe your fears.
Teens: The Construction of an Identity
On the "Teens" page of the PDFA web site (Figure 17), arrived at by clicking
on the "Teens" tab, we are presented with the personal narratives of five individuals
(figures 17a - 17e) beneath the "Personal Stories" column heading. These narratives
serve to mirror the processes of identity manipulation and fear exploitation found
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Nick

----•My

16-'(llar-old, Nie�. experienced his older bother's drug
addiction firsthand. Like Josh, Nick was athletic, a good student
and a very attractive young man, but Nick had a much more easy
going personallfy. He wanted to be like his brother because Josh
was intelllgen� bold and a risk-taker. But once Nick saw that Josh
was in and out of Jail and outpatient treatment programs, he came
to view him as a bad example.

Yet somehow, mt second son sllll found his way to drugs. Nick
started using marijuana In middle school; he even attended
classes stoned and said his teachers did nothing about It In his
sophomore year, Nick began to drink heavily with some
neighborhood friends. When we confronted him and asked him to
explaln his behavior, he decided to run ilWWf. Nier several
runaway attempts, many tears and long discussions with him, he
finally agreed to come home, at which time we increased the
monitoring of his actMtles and required him to change peer groups.
ti took awhile before he stopped using completelY, but I am overJQY9d to report that Nick has not used
marijuana In two years and has been �-free for nine months... and counting. Nick recentty returned
from a youth mission b1p to Japan, now has friends who lnffuence him positively and ls In fact living drug-free. I
am so rellmd and thankful that Nick Is finally on the right track and am so proud ofrrrt son for having had the
courage to change his Ufe.

Jessica
Then there's my daughter Jessica•, who is very feminine, and very much the "glrty.glrr of her peer group. She
likes to straighten her curty hair, wear make-up and polish her nalls. Jessica enjoys llstening lo music, lalklng
on tne phone wtth her friends and shopping. In most ways, she Is Just an average teenager. She has a lot of
very good, close friends, all of whom are positive influences on her. But Jessica Is independent and has a
mind of her own.
MY daughter Is 15 and has had plenty of opportunlties, llke all teens, to try drugs, but she has resisted.
Perhaps her strongesl anti-drug influence was experiencing the turmoil and pain of her brothers' drug abuse.
For a long time, Jessica hated Josh for the intimldat1n11 � he treated her whUe he was on drugs. She
blamed him for the flnanclal and economic strain his drug abuse pul on the famlly. She wondered aloud why
anyone would chose to do this when she knows drugs are ·stupid."
Now that botn of her brothers are lrylng to remain clean, she shows her support for tnem and for me DY slaylng
Involved. She's the baby of the family and she tries 10 protect her older brothers by monitoring them and
watching what they do. I am proud of Jessica's maturify and her resolve to stay drug free.

It's Not Easy
Overtne yuars I have heard a variety otopinlons regarding teen drug use from other parents. Many may feel
tnat It ls a natural, normal process of maturing and tharklds will be kids,· bul I don't see lt that wwy. we
Instilled our morals In our children, but the opportunities for them to use drugs will always be there and It
would unlmatelY be their choice to make the right decision.
All of our kids are nOYrf doing their best to be on the right path to drug-free llv&s: Jessica has al'ways been
there, Nick has been drug-rree for quite some time and Josh, whlle still an occasional user, is trying very hard
to attain that 11oal. But regardless of this, we will continue to support and encoul'ilge them to make healthy
choices.
For me, ll'Ytng to encourage our kids to remain drug-free hasn't gotten any easier. It continues to be an uphill
battle with my son Josh, though l wtll never stop tr,;ng, and hopefully, neither will he. In facl recently, Josh
wrote me a letter expressing his thoughts about his Mure. In part, 11 reads:
·r-y/smy7llldBfdeMandfm-ltll'sH<:otrillQ
.as/er for,,,. to avoid potenlial relapses. IJti #le is now iJll of
hope. ..Stead of despair. I can use all of� supportI can get S'O
please remembernN inyour prayers.
Drugs have MWfYS bNfi ._,. forme, but I wouldralhflr hllve
MN people I ere about most IHI my support Men I need IL
I forr;teyou for alyour mistakes, no matter how bit} ors�
lltndnowlwtders,.,,dllNltyouhtwelllWlly5 done IMSMN for

me.·

The incredible love I feel for my son keeps me fighting for his
survival. There Is no doubt In my mind that he will be a success
story, ..Josh wtll succeed and we wtll never give up on hlml
I bell eve that parents are the most eff'ectlve anti-drug available, but
there are few with the courage to rise to the occasion. I would like to encourage other parents lo monitor their
kids' time and activities right from the start It's never too early. Do 'M'latever It takes to stand bet-Neen them
and drugs. And like the Inspiring commercial that touched me so deeply says, ultimately your kids will thank
youforltl
-Dawn Branham

r Names have been changed to protect minors.}

View the "Thinks" commercial

Figure 15 - "In Your Own Words" page 2
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Keeping Tabs On Kids

Whit Parents Are Saying
About Monitoring

Why "I'm Going Out!" is Not
Enough of an Answer
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Figure 16 - "Keeping Tabs on Kids" page

throughout the "Parents" page (Figure 10), though now geared toward the category of
"Teen" instead of "Parent".
The first of these narratives (Figure 17a), Jack Osborne's, is quite different
from the other four in several respects. Most obviously, there is no picture of Jack
next to his introductory paragraph, which reads under the heading "Jack Osborne's
Addiction":
17-year old Jack Osborne, son of rocker Ozzy Osbourne, recently
battled an addiction to alcohol, illicit drugs and prescription
medications. Luckily, he had the guts to go to his parents for help with
his problem. Now just out of treatment, he shares his story about his
addiction and recovery. Meanwhile, Ozzy blames marijuana as the
gateway drug that led his son to "hillbilly heroine". read more
Besides having no picture, Jack's narrative differs from the others in a
fundamental way.

While clicking on the words "alcohol", "illicit drugs", or

"prescription medications" brings the reader to the PDFA's "Drug Resource" page,
clicking on the words "his story", "Ozzy blames", or "read more" takes the reader off
from the PDFA site and opens MTV's web site, which contains transcripts of
interviews with both Jack and Ozzy by MTV journalists. This is a very different
format from the other four narratives, which are all totally self-contained on the
PDFA site and do not involve famous people.
It should be noted here that subsequent to the analysis of the "Jack Osborne"
paragraph, it was removed from the "Teens" page, some time around the middle of
March, 2004. It is still accessible on the PDFA web site by clicking on the "Feature
Stories" link in the left-side frame. Furthermore, I have not included Jack in the
following analysis of the rest of the narratives on the "Teens" page because of the
fundamental differences between his narrative and the others.
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Figure 17 - "Teens" page

Real Stot1C$

The people presented in figures 17b - 17e - Frank, Nicole, Lynn, and Megan each tell the story of how they became involved with drugs and what happened as a
result of that involvement. What is of particular interest are the similarities between
these four narratives along several dimensions, and how these similarities contribute
to the construction of a prototypical image for the PDFA's "teen" social category with
which the readers are to identify.
Figure 17b, "Drugs Made My Life a Living Hell", introduces us to Frank with
the paragraph:
22-year-old Frank Smith was mad at his girlfriend. That night he went
out with friends -- and got drunk and high. Then something happened
that changed his life forever. Read Frank's Story.
Clicking on "Read Frank's Story" brings the reader to the page "Drugs Made
My Life a Living Hell" (Figure 18). Here we read the story of how 42 year old Frank
became more and more involved in drinking and using drugs throughout school and
college, and then fell out of a tree and became paralyzed after using
methamphetamine when he was 22.
In Figure 17c, "Real Drugs, False Friends", we are introduced to the story of
Nicole, "19-year-old Nicole Hansen used Ecstasy and other club drugs for six months.
Then one night, she almost lost her life. Read her story. which took her from raves to
hospital room to recovery."
The words "her story" are a link to the page that contains Nicole's narrative
and seven pictures of her (Figure 19). Nicole tells how she got hooked on ecstasy and
had a life-threatening experience while on it.
"Agony from Ecstasy" is the heading for Figure 17d, which introduces us to
Lynn:
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Drugs Made My Life a Living Hell

_11,_·_,,,_._

� Em•ll this story ,ii, Print this story
Mer having a huge ftghtwith my girlfriend one nighL I decided to go out with some friends to have a good time
and forget my problems. I was very drunk and high on Melhwnehelamnewhen I foolishly cllmbed up a tree
and fell about 40 feet to the ground. The next thing I remember is waking up from a coma eight weeks later
and feeling a pain so tremendous and so severe that I could barely endure it I had lost control of my bowel
movements, could no longer perform day-to-day tasks by myself and the legs that once carried me swiftly
down the football neld In high school were now lifeless. I weighed less than 1 DO pounds and was faced with
the harsh reallt,' that at 22 years old, I would be wheelchair-bound for the rest of my life. I was lucky to just be
alive, but I knew my life would never be the same again.

__c_

,_·r Tr,•.,'·

-t, ,,.,

lt has been 20 years since the stupid act I committed In a severe
drug-Induced state changed my life forever. But I can tell you It has
been hell on earth•· an existence filled with enough misery to last
a tlfetime.
As a kid, I was your average American teen growing up in the
suburbs of New Jersey. I was a B student had lots of friends, an
out.going personality and a passion for playing sports. I was a
polite, quiet kid and part of a nice middle-class famlly.
When I was In sixth grade, 1 convinced myself that drinking beer
w.isn't a big deal. ·ru only drink on the weekends: I thought
"anyway It's only beer, and everybody else drinks: My friends were
all the "jocks" in the school and playing football and other sports
was what we lived for. But yes, a lot of them were drinking beer and
I wanted lo do what they were doing to nt in. I didn'twanl lo feel left
out or be the onty kid who wasn't cool. Not surprislnglY, I graduated
from beer to harder liquor and l continued to drink more frequently
once I entered high school. The heav,- drinking led me to
expertmenl wtth drugs and I put my Ufe on a direct crash course
wtth disaster.
I started smoking� (or•dope· as we used call II) In 10th
grade and I began losing Interest In all the activities I was lnvotved
In. I even lost Interest in practicing hard for the junior varsity football
team at my high school In New Jersey. Than during a game one
day, I tore all the ligaments in my right leg and a doctor Informed
me that I would never play sports again. I was crushed. Sports had
always been such an Important part of my life and a W'il'/ for me to
release frusb'atlon. I spent my newfound free time with a new
group of drug-using friends. We smoked a lot of marijuana, which
led me to harder drugs like�, acid and methamphetamine.
By the time I was a senior in high school I was using heavily.
Somehow, I still felt like I had evertfhlng under conb'ol. In my own
mind, my freedom was rooted in the notion that I did what I wanted,
when I wanted. Oolng out with my friends and getting wasted
became more important to me then going to school. Nothing else
mattered and I didn't care about anybody or anything, except
gelling high.

'-============

My parents didn't know I was using drugs at the time and I started lying to myfamlly to hide my abuse, even as
I failed out of school. They all watched at the ceremony where I was supposed to graduate as I was handed an
empty diploma sleeve with no diploma. I told myself that lf l finished my classes I could graduate with a real
diploma. Mother lie.
Occaslona11y I'd make attempts to change things so I could turn my life around to escape the drugging
environment that surrounded me. I always found aeronautics Interesting and a guy I kn�was attending an
aeronautics school In Oklahoma. So I moved there to try school again and to do something with my future. But
drugs Just seemed to follow me wherever I went. AA.er a year at the school of aeronautics, I flunked out and
started using drugs again. Choosing the two roommates I lived with In Oklahoma was one of the biggest
mistakes ofmy life. We did so many drugs together and made light of the situation. We owned two pure white
German Shepherds; we named one "Coke,•tt,e other one ·Calne."I found myself knee--deep in drugs again
and I really didn't care.
We were all passing around marijuana joints at a rock concert one night, when I mistakenly handed a joint to
an undercover police officer. He In turn handed me a palr of shiny, new handcutrs and arrested me.
Once I got out of Jall, 1 decided to try and make a new start and move back to New Jersey without drugs. But I
would fall myself one last time; my worst mistake would be that night when I climbed that tree.
With the help of loved ones and a lot of strength and resolve, I've been able to put my life back on the right
track. I finally graduated from community college and I now serve as a youth drug.abuse prevention
mottvatlonal speaker. l'Ye shared my personal story wtth over 34,000 kids and teens. This Is my life force now.
The unique opportunity to connect with teens and help them make the right decisions about substance abuse
Is what keeps me motivated. Looking back on my own teen years, I now realize that the decision to do drugs Is
a very personal and crttlcal choice. It ls choice between ruining your life the way I did, or giving yourself a
chance al happiness and a promising future. Please, learn from my mistakes and make the right choice.

Figure 18 - Frank's page
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I hear a lot of people talking about Ecstasy, calling it a fun, harmless
drug. All I can think is, "if they only knew." There's nothing happy
about the way that "harmless" drug chipped away at my life. Ecstasy
took my strength, my motivation, my dreams, my friends, my
apartment, my money and most of all, my sanity. read more
Clicking on "read more" brings the reader to Lynn's narrative (Figure 20),
which tells how Lynn got into ecstasy after moving to New York to go to acting
school and eventually having a psychotic episode from drug use.
Finally, under the title of "Addicted to Inhalants", Figure 17e introduces us to
the story of Megan, "Megan inhaled household products to get high and forget her
problems. When her mother found out, she was shocked yet determined to help. Read
their stories here". Megan's narrative (Figure 21) is reached by clicking on "Read
their stories here", and chronicles her progression into a spiraling addiction to huffing
inhalants.
In looking at how the combined narratives of these four people construct a
typical image for the PDFA's "teen" category, it is important to look at the
characteristics they share, and those in which they differ. Being white and middle
class are the two major characteristics shared by all four people. This is important,
because in the U.S., real problems with drugs overwhelmingly affect populations
other than middle-class whites.
According to Prendergast, Hser, and Gil-Rivas (1998), who conducted a
longitudinal analysis comparing drug use between whites and Hispanics, "Compared
with white addicts, Hispanic addicts showed a progression of more persistent and
severe narcotics addiction. At each interview point, Hispanics were more likely than
whites to be using opiates or to be incarcerated." They also found Hispanics to have
higher rates of cocaine use, rates of relapse, and deaths due to violence than whites.
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Figure 19 - Nicole's page
Similarly, Amey and Albrecht (1998) measured drug use between ethnic

groups and found that deep cultural differences between whites, African-Americans
and Hispanics, such as the structure of the family, influence attitudes and behaviors
toward drugs. They conclude that, "Our findings suggest that the development of
policy based on a knowledge of correlates of substance use within the white
community may be both inefficient and ineffective when applied to minority
communities." The PDFA seems to have developed just such a policy, judging by
Frank, Nicole, Lynn, and Megan.
By completely excluding other populations from its representation of the
social category of "teens", the PDFA is leaving a clue as to who their targeted
demographic is; not the poor who are most affected by drug abuse, but middle class
families who are potential consumers of the products of the "Corporate Partners"
(Figure 7). The evidence that this market is booming is clear, according to a study
reported in the New York Times (Freudenheim, 2004), which states that, "Spending
on drugs to treat children and adolescents for behavior-related disorders rose 77
percent from 2000 to the end of 2003 ...Most of the drugs were treatments for
depression and attention deficit disorder, including prescriptions combining both
treatments for the same patient."
Besides all being white and middle class, there are other dimensions along
which to compare our four characters. For instance, Nicole, Lynn, and Megan are all
teenage girls, while Frank is a 42-year old male. This major difference makes Frank's
narrative stand apart from the other three in many other ways, which can be seen in
the analysis of the narratives. Table 2 provides a comparison of the four narratives
along five dimensions, 1) where each person grew up as a child, 2) how each person
was before they used drugs, 3) how and why each person started to use drugs, 4) why
they liked doing drugs, and 5) how their drug use turned into a bad thing. For each of
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these dimensions, quotes are taken from each person's narrative that explain their
situation.
Just as each person being white, middle-class, and male or female contributes

II
Agony From Ecstasy
,;r,;,unt,lilhhttory

.ml.Piintttitstory

Email to Lynn Smith
1
��:1�11•�� ::.�=t:s������11�k l)fln._ rac.wd ll&ntedlt al email SI r•�• to this
alOfY....,•.__.....,.MIIK:l:Nlfo,)IDll1o._.,
ls,"lflheyontyknew.•
111r-upln 11m111,rurattawnln
Pennr,tvanl1 11'1 one of thoIt placn Miera
IV9ryone knowt vour name, What YOU did,
What you ate end so on.Theyc11rtaln� knaw
me - IWIS a S!Jalght-A student Involved In
m;inyuhool�ttllfttles.lwHone oflhe
popular kids,liked byall the different
crowds, lnvol'i'ed In homecoming, regula�
cu l l n 1choollhHl11product1on1 Drugs
never played� part In my l!fe.They'Mtrt
nm, a qu1111on • I was too irMlMld and
foCUHd on Olhlr things.

�soi;tadlhatvouput-;our sto,yonlh1Partnershlpfora
Drug-Free Nnerlca site. The decision to makt yotx slory publ!c
mutt have been a dlfflcult one. l hope vou conUnue to be
succ,ssllll In your uphill cllmb out of ecstasyuu. Until
retenltyI did not rHliZI howWidHPrlldlhl myths aboul
ecttnyhmib1com1.11mJ1 •f'Hfl old end1worklna
professional position, a few days ego a co-wol1uilr ;md I we11
o lJ1 after a partlcu!a� difficult dayatwork. Ht started talking
abo1J11cstasyand qua5Uonlnghowlt couldbesobad or so
dangerous.As he put 11,·11 !s onlya mood tnhan"r: 1
redlrtcted lhe conversation but lht words sb.Jck'Hili1 me I
IOOkild up as much lnfo,miuon abou1 ecslasyand Ill dang,ra
Hltould1\nd.l am lrying to1\nd1 1ubUIWW1lofotwirdlhll
Information to himThank YoU fo, making your storyaYal\able
You hwe a lot of courage

I at#a-,s dreamed of moving to New York
C�to studyaC"llng and pursue a career In
lhtat&1 Mydraamcame lrue�snmymom
c
nd
e
g
Tamit¥
:�����-•:; ���!n ��::. n :;:�ulte •
change fr o mhOme.
8Hdmgr■IOllMMDIIP l'dJII

lwas tl(l)Ostdlo new peoplt,newldeas
and a completely new way ofllfe • awayof life that tllP()Hd me to drugs. Most otlhe people that I met and
sp1nttlm1'Mtnln actlngschool haclalfeadybHndoing drug1for"19ars l guess l feltlhatbyuslng druos,I
would becomt a part oflhtlrworld and It would dtepen mynlenashlpawith lhem to new ltvals. I lried po�
Mna 11m1-'2'1izt,but ltwa1Eutaayli1at changedmyl!feforevlr
, 11m1mb111t1e fetling I hid 11'11 first Ume I did Ecsluy.complete and utler
bHss.1could feellhe pu!seoflht un1Verst;llet ev1ry brealh,touch and
molecule move my soul Itwas as tf l had unlocked soma sort of secret
w or1d;ltwas as lfl'd found heaYen.And I have to admit, I wondered how
enylhing ltlatmade youfe&l so goodcou!d potsiblyb1bad.

N l\rsl, going to school and holding down two jObs to stay afloat letl 11t111 lima
fo1 parft'ln11,but Hl1me wentbyth!ng9changed.l g11duated,had a sleady
Job, made more new Mends - and IJegan to use drugs, tsP"ltlly Ecstasy,
mo11 frequtnltf. AS I did,I acklally 1tart1d to look down on those�o did not
I surrounded myself only'Mtl'I lhos e�o did. Looking back on my old friends,
I HI hoWwt wtrl Ill 10 slmllar. not just In OU' drug UH but In I d11per
senn.Wew111 all broken ln 1omeon1W'¥1,fHling11d,hul1and 11ona
Whatner Itwas from a difficult chlldhood, a broken haa11,or fta1ings cf
Insecurity. WI'Mtre a crowd of lost souls Winling so badIV lo be a past of
somtthlng.1 had gone ll'om a gin wno never usaa drugs 1o a woman Who couldnl imagine lltl wnncut them.
Fortunately· at leasl as I aawtt• all myfr1ends dld Ecslasy, and s!nca mybo)'fl1,nd sold It, I raralypaldfor
a�lng.Myweekends were spent popping pllls and dancin g atone of the many clubs In New York City- but N
d!dn1r11Jly m11t11�111 I was Cklba,bara, 1p1rtm1nt1. 1r1ywh1re, anylim1 becama a good pl1c1 and a
good lime to uae. My'Mtlkenda began on Thursdayana ren until Sunday.
1 had come to New Yofk drtamlng o1a carear in tne theater. Drugs
dldnl rob me Of that dream. but they did make ma ·•tllllng to forget
about It. It wasnlthat I stopped gemng pam becauH I was using; I
Just stopped audllionlng.Someumes l stopped eatlngand slaeplng.l
worked only two days a weak 10 support myhabit. The ,est of Iha lime
was apent geltinghlgh1 1tmo1t atwayeonEcst1ay. T h1uller bhsof
my ftrslEt1t11y l!lplfltnce was a distant memory. or course, I n�r
could recaptu11 thal nrst high, no matter how muchEcslaayI look.
In 1lve months,I W'9nl l'rom IMng some�al rtsponslblywtllle pufsulng
my dream to a person wno dldnl ure abou1 a thing - and the higher I
gol, lhl dHPU I unk Into a dar1c,lonelyplace When I did sleep.I hid
nlghlmar111nd lh1 sh1kt1 l had p1&lylkin.1 1i1rollbln g headandtha
beginninga of feeling paranoid.bu1 I Ig nored It all,lhlnk!ng II was normal. Unlil the nlgnl I thoughl Iwas dying.
On 1h19 nlghl I was sitting on 1111 touch 'Mtl'I mybO'f4tlend and roommalas.watching a mo'l!e and reellng
noimal�en suddenly, I felt as lfl needed lo Jump out ofmyskin. Racing thoughts, horrible !mages crept
through my mind. I thought I was seeing lhe devil, and I repeatedly asked my 1t11nds lflwas dead. Iwas
po1clnghnllcallybo1ckand forlh.lncapable orrelaJdng or und11s1andlng1rr,1hlnglhalwas golng on a1ound
me.on lop ofall lhia,lfelt as i f l w H having a h111t attack.The worst thing was lhose momants wn&n I coulcl
111 my11!f,and wnat I nad beeom1. Somehow,I man1g1d to pick up 111, phone and call my mom in the
middle ofltw nigh� telling h11 lo come gel mt. She did, pulling mt (WI of my apartmanl atlh1 nald morning
I dldn1know�o I was or�tte lw.s as mymom drO¥e
me back lo myfamlly's hosphl in Pennsyt,-anla. I spent
most oflhe drtvetulltd uplnthe backseat�Uemy
younger 1!1larlried tokaapm1 c1lm llhink aheandmy
mom'Mtreaf111idrdJump outof th1mOV1ngc11atany
momenl • and giYtn mystale of mind a1 lhl lime.I canl
HyI blama them. Whan we lnaJly got to Iha hosp11a1.1
was committed to lhe psychiatric ward. I spent the nflt
14days1t11r11na statao1111treme conftJslon
Slncetnan myl1fahasbeenan uphmcra¥111.nN1dwlth
docto1S.lh e1aplsli.m11ting1 a n d a l o l o f soul
11a1chlng.l haveb11n placedon 11vual mtdicaUon1
1uch11anJi.dep111nnts.1nli-p1YthoUc1and mood
1\abillu11, all to halp me Uva with lhf Chtmlcal
Imbalance caustd bymy drug abuse. Looking back, n all
elf
tiapp1nedsofas1worstorau tl<now ! dldlhlsto

'l':' yP
...
)f old I vnn S111nh llllJlf'.Ut'II on Iha
0111 <1hWlnll uyShuw "WI.ti �dlUll\C,
!-olnn1!d l(ffiM,'l flt1out I• wt,1� �Jlllwnhlfl
/llll1\ (y)111disnr1�Jlh11m,1.1t!IIM1
ulll�tuuf lllll LUIJ'5YU'Stl Ill ht.1Jll'1.lll
Eotasyl1 PltWfllUn)olhCISlt0Ol!lf.tr111Ul0111'('11U)
.
harmlass,
happy arug. Ther1'S nothing happyabou1 the waylhat"harmlesl" drug chlppad ilW¥'f at mylift.Ecstasylook
my 11t1nglh,mymolivaUon, my drums,myftl1nd1, my epartmant mymon..,.and most of 111. my unit,'. I
wony about myfulura and my hHlh mry day. I hlh'a merr,- mountain• ahud ofmt. but I plan to k11p
cllmblng becau11 l'rnon1 oflh1lucl!yon11.
l hear
paople

,..,

....

I've been g"8n t ncond chanct, and lhal'S not 1omethlnglhat l"leryone gets.

Figure 20 - Lynn's page
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to the construction of the PDFA's typical "teen", so do their accounts of these
personal details, which overall tend to correlate with the demographic of white,
middle-class teens.
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Looking at the first row in table 2, "Where I came from", we see that all four people
are from either suburbs or small towns. Not one grew up in the projects, the ghetto,
or the inner city.

--

In the second column, we see how the "normal", drug-free kid is constructed
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In Your Own Words
The Story of a Teen Girl's Huffing Addiction
3@Em.il1.hisstory

I never thought it
could tlappen to
me. Becoming
addicted to
�was
not a plan that I
had.I had a
pretty good
childhood,
playing sports
and hanging out
with my brother
and
neighborhood
friends. My mom and I were close, and we
would spend quite a bit of time together.

�Printlhisstory

Email to Megan Hakeman

Megan's recBMd hundreds � emails In response to thi&
story. Here's one we'Ye setected for you to \'iew.
Dear Megan,
I'm about lo tum 16 and l\te struggled with huffing so much In
my past. Your story described just what I was feeling and has
been a great encouragement to me. Thank vou for telling itto
me and thewor1dl
Siera Dennis
Athens, GA

Raad more email sent to Menan

My famlty lives In a falrtysmall, close-knit community where there were alwaysfun activities planned for the
kids. When I was 12 years old and entering seventh grade, when most kids anticipate new and exciting
adventures, my life went down hill. I, Megan-You know, the girl
next door· had many problems. Although a lot of teens probably
To My Addiction t.-,Meg,n HM!em,n
feel as though they have problems, mine were rooted In
something that wasni my fault sexual abuse. Dealing with
111,n to l•tyou ,.., goodby.
All you 11,,,.don.-• brouehtme so muoh , something such as this, alone, Is virtually an Impossible task,
p,ln ,ndm,de myLon one• Of'(
and at the lime, it fell lmposslble to overcome. Therefore, I
needed to cope. Life was becoming too much for me, and when
1 Forlo olong
I was offered help to begin a heallng process, I refused It I felt
l tumedtoyou f o11heltren9thtoiioo n
nothing at that !!me would help, untl1 I encountered drugs.
You nude me numb ,ndl oouldn'I 1.. 1
II rH m ed u thoughlhe h ult llllide wun'1
Shortly after my 13th birthday, an older kid In the neighborhood
rul
' who knew I was struggling otrered me some weed. He thought It
would help. So did I. II realty seemed as though getting high
Y ou m,de me fnl lrH
was helplng me forget my problems. Although, without even
Likelcould90,ndhme
Bu llrullzed n-lw.unenrf1u
noticing, soon, I needed more drugs to get high. That's when I
lletmywhole life b,conl10lledt.yyou
began huffing -you know, lnhallng various household products
Now1h,tyt1u,i,9on,ldon'tkn ow11Wro1,m to get high. I Inhaled almost anything l could get my hands on
orwh,t lo d o
computer cleaner, air freshener, various spray bottles, etc - so
thall could get high.
lfnt,lllhu,fHlingrl h,v,n,v11f1lt
Wllhlheml h,v, noe,dul t
My parents knew something wasni right, and they would drag
,.1otoft1mu I 11Untto 1oo1c b,GI
I me to counseling. I learned though that when one starts
Inhaling, he or she can be very sneaky so that they don, lose an
! Without you, 111t-confid,nc,11,dl
opportunllyto gel high. Honestly, I was a rea�manlpulator. I
! Wlt houtwou, L lul 1c111d .nd ,Ion•
1 eutl must go on ,ndflghtlhJsb,ttte of 1
on
1 11
even had the counselors fooled. I
1: 1
��
�
-- -·�
e� �:��:�r�o�'1�fenlng
to a word they had to say. I Just wanted to continue my huffing.

II

I enjoyed huffing because It was cheap, an easy high to obtain, and In 20
minutes my high would be gone so no one would know. Inhalants took up so
much ofmy tlme, thoughts and energy that I dldn1 reallze my life was getting
totally out of control. Huffingwas becoming a big problem, and an everyday
occurrence. I did It alone, I did II with friends, I did ll'Mlen I felt sad, lonely or
scared-even when I was happy_ nwas my escape. I did It anytime- I dldn1care
about family, friends, life or anything.
It was lnevttable that myfamilywoutd learn of my abuse. I couldn1hide it anymore. That's 'w'hen my parents
sent me to treatment for my huffing addiction. Forth& first month, I haled treatment and I hated my parents. It
wasn1 until I completed the Initial month that I realized this ls what I needed if l wanted to stay alive.
When I entered treatment al age 14, I definltely wasn1 the same girl, Megan, who lived next
door. In treatment I learned how to communicate myfeellngs Instead of hiding from them
through drugs. That was a major problem for me• anytime there was a problem, I thought
lf I got high IIwould go awiff. Even though l hated treatment for the first month, It was the
best thing that could have happened, because I changed In so many ways. Now, I am able
to talk about my thOughts and feelings, Instead of covering them up. I was In treatment for
three months, and actually, I feel lucky. In fac� I know t am lucky. Huffing could have killed
me. I started to hutrwhen Iwas 13 years old...that's too Young to do .i lotof thlngs,
Including becoming an addle� or dying.

I recently celebrated my 15th birthday, as a sober, healthy high school student .ind to be
honest, staying sober can be challenging altimes. Klds In school definitely huff to get high,
and some even ask me lo participate even though they know what lYe been through. Trust me, I have no plans
to ever get high again. I never want lo go through that nightmare again.
An Important lesson I learned when I got out of treatment was that my supposed friends who t used to get high
with onty liked me when J was high. I also realized that I didn1 Uke me when I was high.
-Megan Hakeman
Megan's mother has her own personal story.. .cud.l.JliLL
Inhalants Pceyeotton-Pacent·s Gulde

Figure 21 - Megan's page
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by the narratives as each person tells how they were before they became involved in
drug use. All but Nicole were highly involved in school activities; sports for Frank
and Megan, and theatre for Lynn. Nicole represents a different type of white, middle
class teen, "I didn't play sports, I wasn't a cheerleader or a dancer or even a thug. I
was just me -- and often that left me feeling very alone. I didn't feel like I fit in
anywhere."
In their accounts of how they began using, all four credit their friends with

.

introducing them to drugs. Frank started drinking beer in sixth grade with his fellow
football players, and then graduated to marijuana in tenth grade. Nicole and Lynn
both got hooked on ecstasy; Nicole from a "really awesome guy" at a rave, and Lynn
from her new group of friends at acting school. Megan was introduced to weed from
"an older kid in the neighborhood", who thought it would help her cope with sexual
abuse issues.
Frank's account of why he enjoyed doing drugs was not as clearly expressed
as in the three girls' narratives. Frank merely says that he "felt like he had everything
under control" while in the grips of his substance abuse. Nicole and Lynn again share
similar experiences in regard to their ecstasy use, each painting very poetic and
alluring pictures of the pleasures of their first ecstasy experience. Megan takes a
more practical approach to why she liked huffing, because it was "cheap, an easy high
to obtain, and in 20 minutes my high would be gone so no one would know."
The final dimension along which the four narratives are compared in table 2 is
how each person's drug use eventually went terribly wrong. This dimension is where
the exploitation of fear comes back into play, by painting these worst-case scenarios
as the typical experience that can be expected from drug use. By building up a
character the reader can identify with by race, class, gender, and childhood
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experiences, the culminating account of the catastrophic downfall hits home all the
closer, giving certainty to the deepest fears held by a real teen.
Frank's story is perhaps the most tragic. At 22 years old, Frank fell out of a
tree while drunk and high on meth and he became paralyzed for life. Nicole was a
victim of the urban-mythical date-rape tactic of being slipped a GHB mickey, sending
her into a coma for three hours and almost dying. Lynn seemed to have been plagued
by a "bad trip", experiencing a hallucinogenic and psychotic episode where she lost
her grip on reality. Megan did not have a distinct "crash" like the others, but came to
the realization that she had an addiction to huffing.
These narratives construct an image of what the PDFA means by the category
of "teen". Their "teen" is white and middle-class, likely a female, likely to use
ecstasy, and likely to suffer horrible consequences for their drug use. In the context of
the PDFA's corporate sponsorship partners, it cannot be ignored that the PDFA's
"teen", while not the population in the U.S. most vulnerable to drug abuse, is the ideal
customer of many of their products.
Vedantam (2004) reports that antidepressant use among children has grown up
to tenfold from 1987 to 1996, and antidepressant prescriptions have risen a further 50
percent from 1998 to 2002. Add to this Richardson et al. 's (2003) findings that white
Medicaid-covered youth were more likely than Hispanic, Asian/Pacific Islander, and
African-American Medicaid-covered youth to be diagnosed with depression and
prescribed antidepressants. The resulting picture reveals that the identities portrayed
on the "Teens" page closely resemble the prime demographic of the booming youth
pharmaceutical market, while neglecting to represent populations at equal or greater
risk to drugs than middle-class whites.
Fear continues to be a major component in the construction of the "teen"

category.

Extreme cases, like Frank, who is paralyzed, are presented as typical

outcomes. As seen in table 2, the narratives of Frank, Nicole, Lynn, and Megan share
a structure that emphasizes the fear inducement value of their accounts of "crashing"
("when it was bad"). The progression of each narrative starts with wholesome, white,
middle-class beginnings and then proceeds to how each person was introduced to
drugs, then to how much they liked using drugs, and finally to the fear inducing
climax of each person's defeat at the hand of drug use. The consistency with which
this structure is followed by all four narratives solidifies the impression in the reader
that such stories are the norm, again stoking unrealistic fears about the consequences
of drug use.
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CONCLUSION
This study has been an attempt to take the PDFA's own words and interpret
them within the context of the ideological interests corresponding to the industries
and companies that comprise the Partnership. Within this context, the linguistic and
psychological devices deployed by the PDFA to "[influence] attitudes through
persuasive information" are shown to have a much broader scope than simply to "help
kids and teens reject substance abuse" (figure 2b). The shaping of the American
public's attitudes about drugs takes on a whole new meaning when the PDFA is
viewed within its corporate context.
The first section of the analysis, "About Us", served to paint a picture of who
exactly makes up the PDFA and what types of interests are represented by the PDFA.
When looked at together, the "Board of Directors" page, the "Who We Are" page, the
"Corporate Partners" page, and the "Media Partners" pages combine to present the
PDFA, in many ways, as merely a public-relations and marketing arm of the various
industries represented in the partnership. The fact that the advertising agencies that
make the PDFA anti-drug campaigns are the same agencies that make the direct-to
consumer ad campaigns for the drug companies simply confirms this image of the
PDFA.
The power of the PDFA lies in its corporate coalition, which provides it with
the money and talent to produce powerful ideological content and the media
distribution network to impose that content on the American collective psyche: In
order to achieve maximum ideological penetration, though, the PDFA relies on
certain techniques to increase people's receptiveness to adopting the PDFA line. This
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is the function of the mechanisms of authority, fear, and identity manipulation within
the discourse of the PDFA, as identified in the analysis of the academic paper and the
"Teens" and "Parents" sections.
In the analysis of the academic paper "Just Saying No" by Block et al. (2003),
several inaccuracies were exposed as well as numerous questionable claims of
authority and problematic scientific methods. In the analysis of the "Parents" section,
arousal of fear is used to increase receptiveness to a doctrine of surveillance, and in
the "Teens" section, identities are constructed that emphasize fears of drug
experimentation.
Interestingly, the PDFA seems to have covered itself legally from any
potential blowback from its disinformation campaign. Clicking on the tiny "Terms of
Use" link that sits at the very bottom of every page of the PDFA's web site, the reader
is brought to the "Terms of Use" page, which contains eleven legal terms or
conditions, one of which is:
While PDFA uses reasonable efforts to include accurate and up-to-date
information in the Site, PDFA makes no warranties or representations
as to its accuracy. PDFA assumes no liability or responsibility for any
errors or omissions in the content of the Site.
Similarly, the "trusted" advice of the PDFA is given a vote of no confidence
by another "term of use":
The information contained in the Site is not intended to replace, and
should not be interpreted or relied upon as, professional advice,
whether medical or otherwise. Accordingly, please consult your own
professional for all advice concerning medical, legal or financial
matters or the like which may be located in, or transmitted in
connection with, the Site. PDFA assumes no liability of any kind for
the content of any information transmitted to or received by any
individual/entity in connection with such individual/entity's use of the
Site, and PDFA does not endorse or recommend any such information.
Such disclaimers not only call into question the trustworthiness of any
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information found on the PDFA web site, they also lay the groundwork for the
PDFA's efforts to use exploitive techniques to shape the public discourse on drugs to
their benefit.

The PDFA's unsubstantiated claims of authority, unrealistic-fear

mongering tactics, and social identity manipulation are dishonest practices borrowed
from a disingenuous corporate marketing industry.

Also borrowed from the

marketing and advertising industry is the fine-print legal language that absolves
"creative" advertisements of any responsibility for the fanciful claims made in the
pursuit of influencing consumer thought.
The PDFA has taken the powerful tools developed over a hundred
years of selling cars, cigarettes, food, sex, and happiness to the American populace
and applied them to selling the vision of a Drug-Free America. This analysis has
shown, however, that the PDFA has a unique idea of what "drug-free" means. With
deep roots in the advertising, pharmaceutical, and media industries, the PDFA has
direct financial interests in disseminating a definition of "drug-free" that excludes
their own products.
The tactics of authority claims, fear inducement, and identity manipulation are
deployed by the PDFA to maintain this false bifurcation of "good drugs" and "bad
drugs", and to shape attitudes that are sympathetic to the "good drugs" and hostile to
the "bad drugs". The implications this dichotomy holds for the profits of drug
companies and their ilk are obvious.
This analysis has implications for both sociology and the contemporary
American public debate on drugs.

Sociologically, this study demonstrates both

specific ways in which ideological content is imposed upon individuals (authority,
fear, and identity manipulation), and also how that content is determined by the
social-structural context within which it occurs (the interests of the partners of the
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PDFA).
Similarly, these same implications inform the public debate on drugs by
showing that groups which play large roles in shaping the way we think about drugs,
such as the PDFA, often have agendas which differ from those of the general
population. Specifically, the pharmaceutical corporations that make up the PDFA
have interests in shaping the public discourse on drugs in ways that contribute to their
bottom line, even though this may be at the cost of honesty and accuracy.
If everyone who had seen the famous "This is your brain on drugs" fried egg
commercial had been more fully aware of who was behind its creation, they might
take the message with a large grain of salt. After all, aren't Prozac, Paxil, Zoloft, and
hundereds of other Partnership products "drugs"? The inherent contradiction of drug
companies belonging to the Partnership for a Drug-Free America is the nucleus of the
disinformation campaign that is the PDFA.
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Appendix
HSIRB Approval Not Needed Letter
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WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Human Subjects Institutional Review Board

Date: February 13, 2004
To:

Darrin Kowitz, Principal Investigator

From: Mary Lagerwey, Ph.D., Chair
Re:

/Vt ,� ;}�

Approval nol needed

This letter will serve as confirmation that your project "Web Page of the Partnership for a Drug
Free America" has been reviewed by the Human Subjects Institutional Review Board (HSIRB).
Based on that review, the HSIRB has determined that approval is not .required for you to conduct
this project because you are analyzing the text of the organizations web page. Thank you for
your concerns about protecting the rights and welfare of human subjects.
A copy of your protocol and a copy of this letter will be maintained in the HSIRB files.

Wai-I Hal, Kalillll3!00, Ml 49008->456
-· (269) 387-8293 fAX. 12691387-8276
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